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1. Introduction

Innovative products of today need to possess many new features if manufactures want them
to be sold [Tho, 2005]. Due to these features and the new technologies behind them products
are getting more complex. Consumers are not always able to deal with these complexities
and are more and more faced with non-technical reliability problems [Dud, 2006]. We need
to understand these problems to cope with them and to prevent mismatches between
customer expectations and actual product performances in future.

1.1 Industrial context

Many companies are struggling to manage quality and reliability problems. Despite the fact
that they are applying available approaches to manage quality and reliability problems, the
number of consumer complaints about consumer electronic products is still rising (figure 1.1)
[Dud, 2006].

-1.5 %I---------~-~~

1980 1990 2000

Figure 1.1: Average percentage ofcustomer complaints about new CE products

There are four main changes in the industrial context that cause companies to shift their
focus with respect to quality and reliability issues.
Products become more complex due to new technologies integrating several functions to
provide consumers with multi-functional products [Bro, 2005]. Manufacturers provide these
multi-functional features to increase sales, since customers base their purchased decisions on
the number of features provided [Tho, 2005]. Moreover, it is not always clear how different
functions will interact in products [Bro, 2005].
Globalisation and segmentation are followed by complexities, since components are
manufactured in different countries, caused by cost reductions and availability of technology.
Moreover, companies want to sell the product globally and segment the product for local
markets, which is a rather complex process. The quality of information exchanges might be
reduced, since globalisation requires transferring information over large distances [Ere,
1997].
A shorter time-to-market enforces companies to shorten their product development processes
to prevent them from losing their first-mover advantages [Bro, 2005]. Moreover, throughput
times should be reduced to cope with the rapid following-ups of innovations. These shorter
development processes require perfect information and communication, and fast and efficient
methods to ensure product reliability [Bro, 2005]. However, due to the high degree of
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innovation and the shorter time-to-market, feedback from field reliability problems is mostly
not available; the next generation product should already be available when there is lack of
information about the usage of previous generations [Pet, 2006].
The increasing customer demands go together with a decreasing tolerance with respect to
quality and reliability problems lOud, 2006]. Consumers do not only complain about
technical failures, but also about mismatches between product performances and their
expectations lOud, 2006]. The result of this changed context can be found in the current rise
of complaints which are not related to technical malfunctions.

Many companies have increased their efforts to manage technical issues. However, due to
changes in the context of the business and in their business strategies, companies have
included more innovative products into their portfolios. The changed industrial context
discussed in the introduction (globalisation and segmentation, products become more
complex, a shorter time-to-market and increasing customer demands) together with this
innovativeness of the product portfolios demand for a different approach lOud, 2006].
Companies that produce innovative products with new technologies might namely face some
problems with customers who are unfamiliar with these technologies.

The need for a new reliability approach can also be motivated by the increasing amount of
No Failure Found complaints lOud, 2006]. As can be seen infigure 1.2, the number of 'no
fault found' in customer complaints is increasing: almost 50% of the complaints in 2004
consists of 'no fault found' complaints [Bro, 2005]. These so-called soft reliability failures
refer to failures where a product performs according to technical specifications but it is still
rejected since it does not meet the customer expectations [Lu, 2005]. The traditional
reliability methods are not sufficient to cope with these soft reliability failures. A new
customer focused reliability approach should be able to handle both hard (outside technical
specifications) and soft (within technical specifications) reliability problems lOud, 2006].

50%)t-----------------::---
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Figure 1.2: Percentage ofnumber offailures notfound in CE branch

1.2 Consumer feedback

This section will deal with the need for consumer feedback. First, I will zoom in on the two
most important aspects of the industrial context mentioned in the previous section, namely
the increasing customer demands and the increasing product complexity.
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Two aspects of the increasing customer demands deserve attention. The first aspect is that
consumers base their purchase decisions on the number of features provided [Tho, 2005].
Companies, especially marketers, respond to this demand for high-featured products to
increase sales. However, these features often require complex technologies that potentially
increase the product complexity and may create unanticipated problems for both
manufacturers and consumers [SHITT Fusion document]. The second aspect is that
attitudes of users have shifted from a non-tolerance of technically failing products to a non
tolerance of both technical failures and difficulties with the use of the product [Kwa, 2002].
Unanticipated problems are not tolerated by consumers and result in consumer complaints
and subsequently the (potential) returning of products. The rising number of consumer
complaints indicates that product developers are not successful in designing high-feature
products [Kei, 2008]. Therefore, design for ease suggests limiting these features, which is
again flatly opposed to the marketers' objectives of providing high-featured products [Kei,
2008].

Consumer feedback is important to break this deadlock and to prevent consumer
complaints in future. There are several reasons for consumer feedback. First, consumers give
their final opinions about the quality of the product [Pet, 2006]. Second, it is nearly
impossible to foresee all quality and reliability problems that will occur in the field of
innovative consumer electronic products [Pet, 2006]. Third, if consumer feedback is 'fast',
improvements/ corrections might even be implemented prior mass production [Pet, 2006].

1.3 Usability problems

Consumer complaints consist for a large part of soft reliability problems [Bro, 2005]. These
complaints mostly concern mismatches between customer expectations and product
performances lOud, 2006]. KOya developed a categorization of soft reliability failures, which
can be found in figure 1.3.

Within Product
Capabilities

j~---------,\

I !

Figure 1.3: Soft failure model adoptedfrom {Kor, 2006J

Due to the decreasing tolerance with respect to the functionalities of products, it is interesting
to investigate these problems, since they cause dissatisfaction and the potential returning of
products. Usability deals with "how well users are able to use the product's functionality"
[Gru, 92]. Juran (1974) defines usability as "fitness for use" [Jur, 1974].
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It is important to study usability problems that occur in the field to be able to prevent them in
future. Jokela (2004) namely shows that usability problems have a negative impact on
customer satisfaction and product reputation [Jok, 2004]. User behaviour and usability are
often used for the same purpose. In this Master Thesis, usability does not only cover how well
users are able to use a product's functionality, but also how they use the product and its
functionalities.

1.4 S.H.I.T.T. fusion project

As discussed in the previous section, consumer feedback is important to get insights in the
quality and reliability problems in the field. However, companies get late feedback (mostly
when a next generation has already been developed) without structure (free text from internet
forums, e.g.) and detailed information about the mismatches is mostly lacking [SHITT
Fusion document]. It is this detailed and structured information obtained early in the
product development process that enables designers to get insights in the usability problems
to cope with them in future [SHITT Fusion document]. Injigure 1.4, characteristics of the
main consumer information sources are shown.

Richness

Structureness Speed of feedback

Figure 1.4: Characteristics ofconsumer feedback [SHITT Fusion document}

The long term objective of the SHITT project is to prevent consumer complaints. To achieve
this goal, the research project aims to develop a new consumer information process with
structured, detailed and fast feedback. Most data sets containing S-ervice data, Help desk
data, Internet data, lrade data and lest data are not collected to support product development
[SIDTT Fusion document]. Therefore, these data should be fused to be able to provide
product development with prioritised information about mismatches between product
specifications and customer requirements [SIDTT Fusion document]. The QRE research
group at Eindhoven Technical University takes part in this research project for its experience
in research into soft reliability problems in the consumer electronic branch. The IS research
group at TU/e is well-known for its expertise in the development of information systems.

1.5 Enriching test data

This Master Thesis can be seen in the light of the SHITT Fusion project and focuses on the
role of consumer test data in assisting and enabling product design decisions and
development processes [Thi, 2007]. With supervision of researchers from both research
groups (QRE and IS) data obtained from first-use tests are examined in this thesis.

First-use consumer tests have been proven to be applicable to get early feedback from the
field [Geu, 2005]. Consumer tests focus on real use of the product, since participants, which
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can be compared with end-users, are asked to interact with a product in a real setting. The
analysis of consumer test data will help us to understand why products are returned by
consumers, even while technical problems are lacking lOve, 2006] [Ko~, 2008].

Consumer test performances are usually evaluated with aid of traditional usability
measures. However, these usability measures do not preserve the rich dynamics of test data;
test data contain more information than only the number of errors produced, the time
required to complete the task, number of keystrokes, etc. as summarized by Hornbrek [Hor,
2006]. Modelling and visualising consumer test performances are expected to give useful
insights for design decisions and insights in the prediction of use behaviour in the long run
[Thi, 2007].

The recent development of process mining techniques offers opportunities to preserve the
rich, multidimensional and temporal aspects of consumer test data. The basic idea of process
mining is to discover, monitor and improve real processes by extracting knowledge from
event logs [Roz, 2007]. A process is a series of events experienced by objects or systems.
Such a process can be modelled with aid of states and places. Nodes (persons! objects) go
'through' a process model and visit states (places) by making transitions (execution of
tasks). A simple process model is given in figure 1.5. By executing the task ''take train"
people go from state A (Amsterdam) to state B (Breda).

stC2Af----------l..~DI-------1 .....PI2B

(Person in Transition 1 (Person in
Amsterdam) (Take train) Breda)

Figure 1.5: Example o/process model

Event logs record each time a person! object visits a certain state and register time stamps.
With aid of process mining techniques that analyse these log files comes clear how processes
actually take place. This method can also be used to evaluate usability performances, since
task executions can be presented as process models. Subsequently, task events can be logged
and mined to make sequential and temporal aspects visually.

There are two main advantages of process mining techniques in comparison with
traditional evaluation methods. First, process mining techniques preserve the control flow of
task performances and offer techniques to analyse user patterns (chosen path by the user,
e.g.). Second, conformance of the actual usage model and the design model (as desired by
product developers) can be checked. Deviations can be detected and analysed to indicate
where misunderstandings occur.

In short, process mining techniques focus on the uncovering of sequential and temporal
information contained by consumer test data. The approach enriches data to make them
useful to provide designers with feedback. As identified by Cuomo (1994), sequential and
temporal information together with user-path analysis are relevant for usability feedback
[Cuo, 1994]. Process mining techniques reveal usage patterns and offers both qualitative
(visual) and quantitative feedback. Subsequently, these patterns can be studied to find typical
and habitual user behaviour.
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1.6 Knowledge

This Master Thesis serves another purpose than solely an exploration into the opportunities
of process mining technique to provide designers with consumer feedback. As indicated in
section 1.4, the long tenn objective of the S.H.I.T.T. fusion project is to prevent consumer
complaints and to predict user behaviour. I pay special attention on the latter, since I aim to
explore in this Master Thesis what distinguishes users in use behaviour.

Knowledge has proven to be a factor that differentiates consumers' product evaluations
and purchase intentions [Zie,2007] [Cor, 1997]. However, the effect of knowledge on user
behaviour has not been examined yet and deserves attention. Knowledge is defmed by "the
infonnation stored within memory" [Eng, 1990] and consists of the constructs experience
andfamiliarity [Alb, 1987]. People with high product knowledge are more familiar with the
product and have more experience in using it. Therefore, these people are expected to behave
differently than people that have only little product experience and are to a lesser degree
familiar with the product. This difference can be investigated both qualitatively (usage
patterns, user path sequences e.g.) and quantitatively (time to complete task, number of
functions applied e.g.).

1.7 Research question

As discussed in the previous sections, this Master Thesis has two main objectives. I want to
explore the opportunities of process mining techniques to preserve the rich dynamics of test
data and make it useful for providing product development with consumer feedback.
Moreover, I aim to explore what distinguishes users in their behaviour with the aim to predict
user behaviour in future. Section 1.6 has shown that knowledge is an interesting theme to
study the latter. Therefore, knowledge is the differentiating factor in this study, since people
with different levels of product expertise and familiarity with a product are expected to
behave differently. As defined earlier, usability in this Master Thesis is a broad concept that
describes both how well users are able to use a product's functionality, but also how they use
the product and its functionalities.

The two main research questions ofthis Master Thesis are fonnulated as follows:

Main research questions

1: What is the effect ofconsumer knowledge on usability?

2: Are process mining techniques suitablefor the provision ofconsumerfeedback to
product developers?

Table 1.1: Two main research questions ofthis Master Thesis
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1.8 Structure of report

Ch.pNr1 CMpNr2 CMptw3

Usability ~Industrial context - Results previous
research f-

f-+ ...Knowtedge/
L~enl\Uref+ Research user -- Hypotheses
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S.H.I.T.T. Resufts literature
Research project f- Process

~
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Variables MANOVA
included in f- usability test - Conclusions and

design data recommendations

..... f-+-- Research I----- Oata analysis
design

EJProM MlWysis

Research
usability test -

f- data
methodology

Figure 1.6: Structure ofreport

Chapter 1: Introduction
This chapter discusses the outline of the Master Thesis and describes in broad outline the
industrial context and the background of this research project. Moreover, it discusses the
research framework and central research question.

Chapter 2: Literature review
This chapter gives an overview of the literature about the concepts in this Master Thesis,
especially knowledge, usability and process mining techniques.

Chapter 3: Hypotheses
This chapter presents the hypotheses that underlie this thesis.

Chapter 4: Research methodology
This chapter gives insights the design of the research.

Chapter 5: Results and discussion
This chapter discusses statistical the results of this Master Thesis

Chapter 6: Conclusion
This chapter concludes the thesis, assesses the value of the results and discusses points of
departure for future research.
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2. Literature

This Master Thesis aims to draw conclusions about the effect of knowledge on usability and
about the added value of the use of process mining techniques. To be able to answer the two
main research questions, I fIrst review the literature of the topics which are involved in both
questions. This literature review starts with a study into usability (section 2.1) and continues
in section 2.2 with a focus on test data and the use of process mining techniques to uncover
design related feedback. Process mining techniques have been introduced in the fIrst chapter
as an approach to enrich consumer test data and to enhance usability evaluation methods. To
be able to answer the second research question, literature about usability evaluation and
process mining techniques, specifIcally, is needed and therefore included in this review
(section 2.2). The third section is about what knowledge is and how this construct can be
measured adequately to evaluate the effect of it on usability.

2.1 Usability

Two aspects of usability are important to make usability work in practice, namely how to
measure usability and how to test usability. These two concepts will be discussed in section
2.1.1 and 2.1.2. To be able to understand these sections one first has to know what usability
actually is. Therefore, I will start this section with an introduction into usability.

Usability has been an interesting topic in the software industry for years. At the end of the
nineties usability became popular in the high volume consumer electronics industry. Studies
on usability have the aim to draw conclusions on "how well users are able to use the
product's functionality" [Gru, 92]. The ISO standard for usability is: ''the extent to which a
product can be used by specifIed users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use." Effectiveness is ''the accuracy and
completeness with which users achieve specifIed goals." Efficiency is the "resources
expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve goals".
Finally, satisfaction is defined as the "freedom from discomfort, and positive attitudes
towards the user of the product." [ISO 9241-11: Guidance on Usability, 1998]

Usability is invisible in purchasing situations and can only be experienced by using a
product in real life. Usability problems have an impact on customer satisfaction and product
reputation [Jok, 2004]. This is in line with the trend that usability is becoming a more
important part of product development; the attitudes of users have shifted from a non
tolerance of technically failing products to a non-tolerance of both technical failures and
difficulties with the use of the product [Kwa,2002J.

Jokela uses the Kano's quality model to show the relation between usability problems and
customer satisfaction. He states that usability factors can be divided into must-have factors,
more-is-better attributes and attractive factors. The must-have - as the name says - should
be in the product and absence leads to customer dissatisfaction. More-is-better attributes
show a linear relationship with customer satisfactions. The attractive factors make a product
stand out from the others and provide high customer satisfaction. People usually defIne
product requirements at the more-is-better level, since they assume the availability of must-
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have factors and they are not aware of and will be surprised by attractive factors [Jok, 2004].
The exponential effect of design excellence on customer dis(satisfaction) can be seen in
figure 2.1.

? Customer
. Satisfaction

Figure 2.1: Usability factors adoptedfrom {Jok, 2004j

Bevan and Macleod [Bev, 1994] define usability as "the property of the overall system: it is
the quality of use in a context". Nielsen uses a more extensive definition and uses the
following attributes to define usability: learnability (The system should be easy to learn,
efficiency (A high level of productivity should be possible, once the product has been learned
to use), memorability (The system should be easy to remember), errors (The system should
have a low error-rate) and satisfaction (The system should give the user satisfaction when he/
she uses it). Holzinger [Hoi, 05] indicates that usability is most often defined as the ease of
use and acceptability of a system for a particular class of users carrying out specific tasks in a
specific environment. Dumas and Redish [Dum, 1999] uses the following description of
usability:
- A usability approach should focus on users.
- People use the product to be productive.
- Users are busy people trying to accomplish tasks.
- Users decide when a product is easy to use.
Nielsen developed heuristics which are guidelines for product developers for the design of
new products with the absence of usability problems (appendix A). [Nie, 2004]

2.1.1. Usability measurements
In practice, usability depends on the context in which it is considered. Choosing suitable
usability measures is difficult and the conclusions of some usability studies are weakened by
the choices of usability measures [Hor, 2006]. There are two basic methods for usability
evaluation: questionnaire-based methods and performance-based methods. Questionnaire
based methods are based on the level of user preferences and can also provide the designer
with user feedback on the product. Performance based methods focus on performance
measurements, completed time e.g. [Kim, 2008] Kim and Han argue that that the focus on
performance measurements has its limitations. The performance measures are namely often
in conflict with the subjective preferences of the users. [Kim, 2008] Therefore, both design
features and user responses should be considered when calculating the level of usability.
Design features are the number of controls, icons and functions. User responses are related to
task completion time and subjective rating scores [Kim, 2008].
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This thesis emphasises the importance of considering both user preferences and performance
measurements, but this study will only take overall performance (effectiveness and
efficiency) into account to evaluate the performance of first-use tasks (figure 2.2).

PgrollP I ProdUl1 Feature
t

L-- • Simplicity
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~S
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• Diredness • Forglvc ness • Acccssibill\y

• Erro r Pre ventlon

PUT group I Cognitlvc Support I ill"""" Overail Pcrlormancc .......

E~-u~
• LcarniJllliity

t• Mcmorabllrty
• Effealveness

~~~0
• FamUiarity

~ • Efficlency ./1• Predlctabtllty
.. Informativeness ~

Figure 2.2: Performance measurements ofP, PU and PUT groups adoptedfrom [Kim, 2008)

2.1.1.1 Measuring effectiveness
An important aspect of usability is effectiveness. Binary task completion measures whether
users complete tasks. Examples of this measure are the number of correct tasks, the number
of tasks where users failed to finish within a set time, or the number of tasks where users
gave up. Accuracy measures quantify the number of errors users make either during the
process of completing tasks or in the solution to the tasks. Examples of measures are the
number of errors in data entry. Recall refers to measures of how much information users can
recall after having used the interface. A measurement for completeness is the number of
secondary tasks solved and the proportion of relevant documents found in information
retrieval tasks. The last important measurement is quality of outcome, which is a more
extensive attempt to measure the outcome of tasks and aims to capture richer aspects of the
outcome of interaction [Hor, 2006]. An overview of the measures can be found in table 2.1.

Measure Description Examples
Binary task Number of tasks that users Number of correct tasks, number of
completion successfully complete incomplete tasks
Accuracy Quantification of errors while Percentage correct solutions, precision

performing tasks
Recall Ability to recall information from Recall of information presented in the

the interface interface, recaIl of features of the interface
Completeness The extent or completeness to Number of relevant documents identified

which tasks are solved
Quality of outcome Measures ofthe quality of the Measures of understanding! learning

outcome of the interaction
Other Other measures Users' ability to predict functioning of

interface after use

Table 2.1: Overview ofeffectiveness measures, adoptedfrom [Hor, 2006)

2.1.1.2 Measuring efficiency
The second measure is efficiency. One important aspect of efficiency is time, since the
required time to perform a task is highly related to the usability. It might also be useful to
measure the mean time between actions and the time for sub-actions. The input rate refers to
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the entry speed and mental effort measures the mental resources users spend on interaction
e.g. Usage patterns link the usage of the interface to the number and kind of functions!
resources users expend. Another part of usage patterns is the measure of the difference
between the optimal and actual solution from the user. Communication effort refers to
measures of the resources users expend for communication purposes. Learning measures use
changes in efficiency as an indicator of learning, for example in the time used for completing
tasks [Hor, 2006].

Measure Description Examples

Time Duration of tasks Time to complete a task

Input rate Rate of input used Words per minute entered; throughput

Mental effort The user's mental effort Task difficulty

Usage patterns - Frequency of function use - Number of functions used
- Amount of information that - Number of buttons looked at
users access or employ - Number of extra actions taken
- The ratio between actual and
optimal behaviour

Communication effort Resources expended Number of interruptions

Learning Users' learning of the interface Changes in task completion time over
sessions

Table 2.2: Overview ofefficiency measures, adoptedfrom {HOT, 2006/

2.1.1.3 Limitations of traditional usability measures
Although the general consensus in literature that usability can be quantified with
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction measures, these measures do not preserve the rich,
multidimensional and temporal aspects of consumer test data. These aspects and the path
chosen by users to fulfil the consumer test task have been proven to be relevant for usability
studies [Cuo, 1994]. These sequential techniques such as Markov Transition Matrices, Lag
Sequential Analysis, Frequency of cycles, and Graphical summarization help to discover
habitual stereotyped patterns of user behaviour [Cno, 1994].

2.1.2 Usability Testing

Usability testing is, together with the analysis of customer expectations and field feedback,
one of the three strategies to cope with uncertainty [Kei, 2005]. Uncertainty is the difference
between the amount of information required to perform a task and the amount of information
already possessed by the organization [Gal, 1973].

Usability Testing is an important factor in making a successful product [Rub, 1994]. It is
the approach to make usability practical with aid of consumer tests and to simulate the
context that users encounter when they use the product at home. It is a method to find out
how consumers respond to unfamiliar products, since they have never used the product
before the test [Rub, 1994].

According to Rubin (1994) there are four groups of UT approaches which are conducted
in industry. These are exploratory, assessment, validation and comparative usability tests.
Exploratory tests are done with a few participants in the earlier phases of the product
development cycle. The aim of the test is to find out the effectiveness of design concepts
with the users' mental model and it is user focused. In exploratory tests, there is usually a
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non-working model or a model with limited working parts. Assessment tests test the
implementation of the concept and are conducted when the high level design has been made.
The emphasis shifts from users' thought to their actual behaviour. The participant gets the
time and space to perform certain tasks. Validation tests are conducted late in the
development life cycle and take place close to the actual release of the product. This time,
the objective is to see whether the product as a whole meets pre-determined usability criteria.
First-use tests can be compared to these validation tests. They cope with both the pressure of
the time-to-market requirements and the extensive test program demanded by the high
degree of innovation [Pet, 06]. Moreover, these tests have been proven to be successful and
representative for real end-users. With the fast information from first-use tests about root
causes of field failures and eventual mismatches with consumer expectations, companies can
even improve their product designs before full-scale production [Pet, 06].

The following three steps are crucial to avoid loss of information and waste of time in the
following ways:

- Use a direct information exchange between the customer and the development department.
- Start a consumer test as soon as a pilot series of products has been manufactured.
- Choose the customers that participate in the test in such a way that the most relevant
product problems, reliability problems as well as lack of satisfiers, are most likely detected in
a sufficiently short amount of calendar time.

Table 2.3: Crucial steps usability tests, adoptedfrom [Pet, 06/

According to the methodology of Kim and Han, there are three usability dimensions:
Product, Product-User and Product-User-Task groups [Kim, 2008]. Evaluations of usability
dimensions in the P-group are only based on the properties and features of the product.
Usability dimension in the PU group analyse the relationship between a product and the user.
These dimensions are general and do not provide insights in the context in which a product is
used. Examples of PU usability dimensions are accessibility, locus of control and helpfulness
[Kim, 2008]. In this thesis the interaction of the user with an innovative product in the
context of use is investigated [Kim, 2008]. Therefore, the focus of this thesis will be on the
evaluation of usability dimensions in the PUT group.

2.2 Usability Evaluationl Process mining

This section discusses how usability can be evaluated. This Usability Evaluation takes place
when participants have participated in the test and test data become available. Section 2.2.1
will discusses the characteristics of UE methods and section 2.2.2 gives an overview of all

available UE approaches. Section 2.2.3 deals with process mining techniques and the
advantages of these techniques in comparison with the available UE approaches.

2.2.1 Classification of UE methods

Ivory and Hearst have developed a useful taxonomy for UE. They categorise the DE methods
by method class (the type of evaluation conducted at a high level), method type (how the
evaluation is conducted within a method class), automation type (the evaluation aspect that is
automated) and effort level (the type of effort required to execute the method) [Ivo, 2001]. In
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this study all UE methods are evaluated with aid of the criteria effectiveness, ease of use,
ease oflearning and applicability.

The UE methods are categorized into UE method classes. This thesis will treat with the
classes testing and analytical modelling. Testing is defmed as "the observing of users
interacting with an interface to determine usability problems." Analytical modelling is
applied when "an evaluator employs user and interface models to generate usability
predictions" [Ivo, 2001]. These issues are both important, since this thesis examines usability
testing and contains a thorough data analysis to enrich these data. The relevant method type
is log file analysis. Automated capture support techniques facilitate the recording of tests and
automated analysis support techniques facilitate the analysis of consumer data. Both
techniques are in the interest of this Master Thesis.

An overview of all available method classes, method types, automation types and effort
levels is given infigure 2.3. The relevant techniques have been marked in this figure.
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Figure 2.3: Overview UE methods adaptedfrom {Ivo, 2001j

2.2.2 Overview UE methods

This section discusses the available UE methods and separates these methods into two main
parts, namely capture support and analysis support. Capture support methods deal with the
recording of data an analysis support methods give insights in how to analyse the test data.

2.2.2.1 Capture Support

Automating capture support methods automate the recording of customer data. Automated
capture techniques are advantageous to manual capture methods, since they are less time
consuming and more accurate [Ivo, 2001]. Capture support methods record usage data (e.g.,
a log of events and times when events occurred) during a usability test. An example of a
useful video tool is IDCAT, which logs events and automatically filters and classifies them
into meaningful actions. This system requires a video recorder to synchronize taped footage
with logged events. KALDI (keyboard! mouse action logger and display instrument)
supports event logging and screen capturing via Java and does not require special equipment.
Remote testing methods enable testing between a tester and participant who are not
collocated. The automation of capture support creates possibilities for better usability testing,
since they give the researcher accurate data and a larger number of user data [Ivo, 2001].
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2.2.2.2. Analysis support

The automation of analysis support methods creates benefits for analysing log files from
customer tests. The analysis of the log files can be either metric based, pattern-matching,
task-based or inferential.
Metric based approaches generate quantitative performance measurements [Ivo, 2001].
DRUM can be used when one wants to manually log start en end points when evaluating a
recorded test. Furthermore, DRUM derives several performance methods from this log, like
task completion time, user efficiency and the duration of time that the user did not face any
problems. MIKE UIMS enables evaluators to assess the usability of a User Interface
specified as a model that can be rapidly changed and compiled into a functional UI.
Performance time, command frequency, the number of physical operations required and the
change in the user's focus of attention on the screen are included in the analysis. AMME
[Rau, 1993] employs Petri nets to reconstruct and analyze the user's problem-solving
process. In Rauterberg (1993) is shown with aid of this tool that behavioural complexity
correlates negatively with learning. This means that less steps are taken to solve a task as a
user learns the interface [Rau, 1993].
Pattern-matching approaches analyse user behaviour captured in logs and aim to find
usability problems indicators. Maximum Repeating Patterns detect and report repeated user

actions that might indicate usability problems. Pattern-matching approaches are easy to use,
but they only detect problems for pre-specified usage patterns [Ivo, 2001].
Task-based approaches analyse differences between the desired model (designer optimal
model) and the user's actual task model to find inefficiencies or incorrect behaviours during
task completion. USINE looks for precondition errors and also reports quantitative metrics
and information about task patterns, missing tasks, and user preferences reflected in the
usage data. RemUSINE enable comparing users [Ivo, 2001].
An inferential analysis of log files includes both statistical and visualisation techniques.
Visualisation enables the evaluator to filter, manipulate and render log file data in a way that
ideally facilitates analysis. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages (table 2.4).

Automating Usability Examples Advantages Disadvantages
Testing Methods:
Analysis Support
Metric based approaches DRUM, Effective at associating Require more effort from

MIKE, measurement with the evaluator to fInd the
UIMS, specific interface aspects/ source of usability problems
AMME good to understand

problem-solving process
Pattern-matching approaches MRP Easy to learn and use Detect only problems for

pre-specified usage patterns
Task-based approaches mOT, QUIP, Give insights in difference No pattern-matching

KALDI, between design model and
UsAGE actual use model

Task-based and pattern- USINE, Most effective/ provide Difficult to use/ learn
matching approaches RemUSINE clear insight for

improving usability
An inferential analysis Guzdial Makes usability visual Limited accuracy

Table 2.4: Overview ofAnalysis Support methods from fIVO, 2001J
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2.2.3 Process Mining techniques

This section begins with an introduction into process mining. The first section explains what
process mining is and discusses the use of process mining techniques. The second part of this
section treats with the opportunities offered by ProM1 (Process Mining software developed
by the IS Research Group of TU/e) and links them to the UE literature from section 2.2.2.

2.2.3.1. Process mining defined
Process mining is a rather new topic within the area of information technology. The objective
of process mining is to learn from observed executions of processes. Process mining
techniques are useful for discovering new models, checking the conformance between
process models and event logs and for extending existing models [Aal, 2004).

The basic idea of extracting knowledge from event logs is visualised in figure 2.4 [Aal
2004]. In this figure can be seen that events from real processes are recorded in event logs.
These event logs are mined to visualise actual work-flows and performances to discover and
improve processes or to check the process conformance. The latter means that process
mining techniques can visualise differences of the real processes and how one thinks that
processes take place as depicted in process models.

r-----./ -
"world"> business processes./ information

{people machines ~ system
~ cOO1pon~ts. . --==::::::--------'

Of9_arMZab7ons' " r""Of',:1;
events. e.g..

i
s.pecifies messages.

models configures b'ansactions,
anaf/zes illl'lements etc.

analyzes

Figure 2.4: The 'idea' ofprocess mining adoptedfrom fAal, 20071

Process mining techniques have mainly been applied to business processes. In the article of
Rozinat (2007) researchers show the usefulness of process mining for the improvement of
the test process of ASML. With aid of process mining techniques, the researchers
demonstrate how the actual test process is done. With the identification of the bottlenecks
and suggestions for improvements, process mining proves to be successful in business
processes [Roz, 2007].

However, process mining techniques also offer opportunities for UE purposes. In UT
approaches participants need to fulfil certain tasks which can be represented in process
models. Subsequently, the recording of these tasks results in log files, which can be analysed
with aid of process mining techniques. The mining of log files will result in visualisations of
task process models and preserves the multidimensional and temporal aspects of consumer
test data.

I ProM: http://prom.win.tue.nl/tools/prom/
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2.2.3.2 Opportunities of process mining techniques
ProM, the process mining software, can support usability evaluators in several ways. The
advantage of process mining techniques is that they combine the use of different DE
methods. ProM possesses characteristics of metric-based, pattern-matching, task-based and
inferential approaches, as discussed in section 2.2.2. ProM possesses contains several
analysis support techniques that are useful for the DE. These techniques can be categorised
under three main analyses, namely performance analysis, control-jlow discovery and
conformance analysis. These analyses will be discussed throughout the discussion of the
available DE approaches.

Task-based approaches
ProM contains task-based approaches in the form of a conformance checking analysis, which
analyses the difference between how the product is actually used and how the company wants
it to be used. These conformance checking techniques make a comparison between the
desired model and the actual (user) model and measure the difference. The approach uses
event logs represented by a set of event sequences. The fitness between the log and the model
is measured ("Does the observed process comply with the control flow specified by the
process model?") and the appropriateness of the model can be analyzed with respect to the
log ("Does the model describe the observed process in a suitable way?") [Roz, 2008]. There
is a fit between the process model and the log file if the Petri net can generate each trace in
the log. The metrics used to evaluate the fitness and appropriateness of a model can be used
in the perspective of consumer tests.

Pattern-matching approaches

ProM offers opportunities for the investigation of patterns with aid of control-jlow discovery
process mining techniques. With aid of mining techniques and sequence diagrams one can
namely identify certain patterns in user behaviour and find out if certain patterns are
knowledge-based. An example is that the desired task model follows a certain path
(sequence). People with low knowledge might for example 'leave' this path earlier during the
task and they might visit deviant states more often. This behaviour should be represented in
the mined user models.

Sequence clustering is another powerful technique to sort out different behaviours and to
provide insights into the underlying structure of those behaviours. These insights are
especially useful when approaching new scenarios. This is the case in usability testing, since
the usability evaluator does not know on beforehand how test participants are going to use the
product.

Metric-based approaches

Metrics in the form of usability measurements can be derived from the performance analysis.
An example is the basic log file statistics, which offers opportunities for a quantitative
comparison between different knowledge groups. By measuring the time between the start
and the end of a task comes clear how much time participants needed to perform a task. By
clustering participants with high and low knowledge it is easy to measure differences in
performances between the groups. Also other measures like the number of steps taken can be
easily derived from the log statistics.
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Inferential approaches

Inferential approaches are also available at ProM, since log file data can be filtered and mined
to visualise actual processes. Prom contains both statistical and visualisation techniques.
ProM's statistical techniques provide information about the average and standard deviation of
the time participant spent in a certain menu e.g.

2.3 Knowledge

2.3.1 Knowledge measurement

Knowledge is defined as the information stored within memory [Eng, 1990]. It influences
the consumers' understanding of a product. Knowledge consists of two components, namely
familiarity and expertise [Alb, 1987]. Familiarity, also called product-related experience, is
defined as ''the number of product related experiences that have been accumulated by the
consumer" [Alb, 1987]. Familiarity 'performance indicators' are amount of use, amount of
search and purchases.

The other component of consumer knowledge is expertise, which is defined as the ability to
perform product-related tasks [Alb, 1987]. There are two types of consumer expertise,
namely a physical form (task-performance improvements realized by repetition) and a
knowledge based form (the understanding and application of a product's potential realized
by exploration and learning) [Cor, 1997]. Expertise can be measured either objectively or
subjectively. Subjective knowledge is the amount of knowledge that a person thinks he! she
possesses. It is higWy related to the confidence of people in their knowledge and easier to
determine than objective knowledge (the actual amount of knowledge a person possesses)
[Bru, 1985].

Figure 2.5: Knowledge measurement adoptedfrom {Kle, 2007J

2.3.2. Knowledge groups

User classifications in literature are mostly based on the ability to adopt innovations. An
innovation is "an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other
unit of adoption" [Rog, 1995]. Consumers often use existing knowledge to understand
innovative products [Saa, 2003]. For continuous innovative products only small changes are
made to an existing product's characteristics. However, discontinuous innovative products
are new products that require learning efforts and comprehension of the product is expected
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to be also dependent on the supplemental knowledge domain, since the product can not be
compared to a single product [Mor, 2001].

The traditional way of categorizing adoptions of innovations is the segmentation of users
into innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority and laggards [Rog, 1995].
However, Kleuskens concluded that this classification was not reliable for predicting user
behaviour of discontinuous innovative products, since the segmentation is only based on the
moment of adoption [Kleu, 2007].
Moreau (2001) has studied how knowledge contributes to the understanding of new products.
The author concludes that there are multiple knowledge bases that provide information for
forming a mental model of a new product [Mor, 2001]. Moreau suggests defining knowledge
in a core domain and a supplemental domain. A product that makes clear the 'idea' of the
model is the digital camera. For the adoption of this innovation both knowledge in the core
domain (film-based camera) is required, but also supplemental knowledge (computer
knowledge) is needed [Mor, 2001].

Moreau's model is based on the first use phase (just after purchase) and the concept has
been extended by Saaksjarvi who based a two-dimensional customer classification method
on these knowledge bases. She divided users into technovators (high core and high
supplemental knowledge), core experts (high core and low supplemental knowledge),
supplemental experts (low core and high supplemental knowledge) and novices (low core
and low supplemental knowledge) [Saa, 2003]. This classification is visualised in figure 2.6.

Supplemental
Knowledge

~~~-~---~2 1

Supplemental Technovators
Experts

Core
'----------- Knowledge·

Figure 2.6: User classification adoptedfrom /Saa, 2003]

Saaksjarvi states that, in addition to core and supplemental knowledge, congruence or
compatibility affects adoption behaviour. Compatibility is defined as "the degree to which an
innovation is perceived as being consistent with the existing values, past experiences and the
needs of the potential adopters" [Rog, 1995]. Low compatibility will negatively affect
impact on adoption and subsequently the purchasing decision. High compatibility with the
customer's lifestyle and values will have a positive influence on adoption and purchase [Saa,
2003].

Saaksjarvi's classification has been adopted by Kleuskens (2007) in her Master Thesis. In
this study consumer knowledge is measured by the main constructs familiarity and expertise
based on Alba and Hutchinson [Alb, 1987]. Subsequently, smart phone users are classified
according Saaksjarvi's model to be able to predict behaviour. However, the influence of
knowledge on usability during first-use was not in the scope of Kleuskens' Master Thesis.
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3. Research design

This chapter discusses the research questions and the research design of this Master Thesis.
First, in section 3.1 there is a refinement of the research question based on insights from the
literature review from chapter 2. The second section shows why the central questions are
relevant and section 3.3 discusses the chosen research approach. Section 3.4 addresses the
scope of this Master Thesis and the resulting expectations are discussed in section 3.5.

3.1 Refinement research questions

Since the literature about the topics of the main research questions has been reviewed the
main research questions can be refined and sub questions can be defined. Section 3.2.1 deals
with the refinement of the first research question and section 3.2.2 discusses the sub questions
with regard to the use of process mining techniques.

3.2.1 First main research question

As discussed in the first chapter, in previous research the effect of consumer knowledge has
been investigated, but these papers mostly studied the effect of knowledge on consumers'
product evaluations or purchase intentions [Zie,2007] [Cor, 1997]. Related to the first main
research question, three conclusions can be drawn from the literature review in the previous
chapter.
First, customers do not tolerate difficulties with the use ofproducts. At a call centre for DVD
recorders, 74% of the reported complaints were related to soft reliability failures e.g. [Ko~,

2008].
Second, most products without technical failures are returned in the beginning of the usage
phase lOud, 2006]. A study of Overton shows the return of almost 15% of mobile phones
within the first year after purchase, while 63% of the returned products did not indicate any
software or hardware failure [Ove,2006] [Kei, 2008].
Third, most products with reliability problems have an innovative nature and contain many
features. The aim of marketing to provide many features is flatly opposed to the design for
ease, which suggests limiting these features [Kei, 2008].

Therefore, to get insights into usability problems during first use, people have to be
examined when they are in "first-use conditions". First-use usability tests are applicable for
this purpose, since they provide infonnation about the behaviour and problems of customers
in this first-use phase. Moreover, they offer opportunities to examine which factors influence
usability and might give us answer to the first central question ofthis Master Thesis.

The first central research question can therefore be refined as follows:

What is the effect of knowledge on usability duringfirst-use ofinnovative products?
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3.2.2. Second main research question

Concerning the second research question, two conclusions can be drawn from the literature
reVIew.
First, traditional usability testing lacks tools that allow observers to analyse information
about the dynamics of the usability test performances [Mal, 2007]. Usually, usability
performances are only evaluated with aid of traditional usability measurements like number
of errors and duration of tasks. However, these measurements do not tell anything about how
a product is used in real life and are not suitable for design feedback. Much valuable usage
information can be found in qualitative usage patterns which can be uncovered with the use
of process mining techniques [Mal, 2007].
Process mining offers several techniques to keep the multidimensional and temporal aspects
of test data and possess techniques to make these data suitable for design related feedback.
These techniques have already proven to be successful in finding discrepancies in business
models [Aal, 2007] [Roz, 2007]. However, its applicability to enrich consumer test data and
to provide information to distinguish customer groups has not been investigated yet.
Second, process mining techniques possess characteristics of the available approaches (task
based, pattern-matching, metric-based and inferential approaches). Since they combine all
approaches, process mining techniques are preferable to the available techniques in
visualising mismatches between designers' perceptions and consumers' expectations.

Can process mining techniques be helpful for usability evaluation to obtain richer
information about how the product is used in real life?

Related sub questions:

- Do process mining techniques offer opportunities for quantitative usability measurements
(efficiency and effectiveness)?

- How can the qualitative usability information (temporal aspects! control-flow) be
preserved and visualised with aid of process mining techniques?

- Do process mining techniques offer qualitative and quantitative ways to detect differences
between a desired model and the real usage models?

3.4 Scope of Master Thesis

Theoretical models on knowledge base have not been developed enough to have a clear idea
of the factors that influence usability of products. Therefore, it is interesting to see the
differences in usability performances between people with different knowledge backgrounds.
As can be concluded from literature, knowledge is expected to be a differentiator between
usability performances. Process mining techniques are expected to offer insights in these
differences.

The scope of this Master Thesis can bee seen in figure 3.1. The focus is on the red
outlined part of the figure. On the left, the model of Alba and Hutchinson (1987) is used to
measure knowledge. In the middle, the concept of Moreau (2001) is shown, which suggests
defining knowledge in both a core domain (core knowledge) and a supplemental domain
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(supplemental knowledge). On the right is visualised how usability can be measured.
Differences between effectiveness and efficiency scores are examined statistically and
qualitative user behaviour (usage patterns, chosen paths, etc.) is examined with aid of ProM.
Literature from Hornbrek (2006) is used for usability measurements and the paper of Ivory
and Hearst (2006) gives inputs for usability evaluation approaches.

Compatibility has been added to Moreau's model by Saaksjarvi, but I do not expect that
this concept will influence user behaviour. My expectation is that compatibility has an effect
on purchase intentions and product evaluations, since people will not buy/ favour products
that are not compatible with their lifestyles and values. However, it is questionable if a
different degree of compatibility will lead to different behaviour during fIrst use. For that
reason, this concept has not ineluded this concept.
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Figure 3.1: Scope ofMaster Thesis

3.5 Expectations
Three main expectations are derived from the previous sections, which introduced the study
into the effect of knowledge on usability performances during fIrst-use. The fIrst expectation
is based on the expectation that people with high knowledge will easier comprehend products
than people with low knowledge. The second expectation is based on Moreau's model and
deals with discontinuous innovations, which are expected to require both core and
supplemental knowledge to be understood. The third expectation is based on the added value
of process mining techniques. In the next chapter these expectations, which are shown in
table 3.1, will result in measurable hypotheses to be able to support or reject them.

1) People with high knowledge are expected to show better task performances of innovative
products than people with low knowledge.

2) People with high core and high supplemental knowledge are expected to show better
performances ofdiscontinuous tasks than people that lack high knowledge in both domains.

3) Process mining techniques are expected to add value to usability evaluation and its use of
traditional usability measurements.

Table 3.1: Expectations ofexperiment
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4. Research methodology

This chapter discusses the research methodology of this study. The first section will
introduce the chosen research approach. Then, in section 4.2, the first-use test will be
discussed. The experimental variables, experimental tasks, apparatus and materials,
participants and procedure will be described in detail. In section 4.3 the expectations of the
previous chapter are transformed into three main hypotheses. The hypotheses are defined in a
way that they can be measured and subsequently be rejected or supported. Section 4.4
discusses the three main analyses of this thesis.

The research model that guides the reader through this chapter is depicted in figure 4.1.
This figure namely represents the research model, which is based on the scope defined in the
previous chapter. The model from chapter 3 is completed with the usability measures and the
three main analyses that will be discussed in this chapter.

Alba and Hutchinson (1987) Moreau (2001) Hombrek (2006)
Ivory and Hearst (2001)

~ Binary task completion
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Figure 4.1: Research model

4.1 Research approach

This section describes the approach to answer the refined research questions. The effect of
the independent variable knowledge on the dependent variable usability can be examined
with aid of an experiment. For that reason, the chosen approach of this Master Thesis is an
exploratory experiment, since the effect has not been known yet. In an experiment
researchers can controll manipulate independent variables to adjust the effect on the
dependent variable(s) [Baa, 2006]. The variables in this experiment can not be manipulated,
since the knowledge of a test participant can not be manually increased! decreased. However,
people can be divided in high! low knowledge groups and potential differences in
performances between the groups can be examined.

The choice of an experiment as research approach is also useful for the second main
research question, since an experiment produces both quantitative and qualitative data, which
can be examined using process mining techniques.
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4.2 Set-up of experiment

The high volume consumer electronic branch offer opportunities for investigations into the
root causes of reliability problems. A promising strategy to reduce market and product
technology uncertainty is usability testing, which is carried out just prior market launch [Kei,
2005]. As stated in the literature review, this direct feedback from usability tests is preferable
to an indirect feedback loop via retailers after [Pet, 2006]. Therefore, the base of this study is
a first-use test which is considered to be conducted just prior market launch. This first-use
test was conducted by Jeroen Keijzers, a PhD student from the QRE department.

4.2.1 Experimental variables

This section deals with the variables included in the experiment. Since the first main research
question consists of two main parts, namely knowledge and usability, these concepts should
be measured in order to be able to assess the relationship between them. Therefore, the next
sections will deal with how knowledge and usability are measured in this experiment.

4.2.1.1 Knowledge measurement
Subjective measures are mostly representative for the amount of knowledge a person actually
possesses and they are easier to determine than objective measures [Alb, 1987]. According
the model of Alba and Hutchinson [Alb, 1987] both subjective measures of familiarity and
expertise are needed to measure knowledge subjectively (figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Subjective knowledge measurements adoptedfrom [Alb, 1987J

Flynn and Goldsmith have developed a method to measure familiarity subjectively [Fly,
1999]. This method contains five questions, which can be seen in table 4.1.

1. I know pretty much about televisions/ computers.

2. I do not feel very knowledgeable about televisions/ computers.

3. Among my circle offiiends, I'm one of the "experts" on televisions/ computers.

4. Compared to most other people, I know less about televisions/ computers.

5. When it comes to televisions/ computers, I really don't know a lot.

Table 4.1: Questions related to familiarity adoptedfrom [Fly, 1999J

The subjective measurement of expertise is also based on this method and uses comparable
questions (table 4.2). These questions are related to the amount of use, the amount of
information search and ownership from Alba and Hutchinson's model infigure 4.1.
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1. Compared to most other people, I often use my television! computer.

2. I can not live without a television! computer in my life.

3. Compared to most other people, I do not often use my television! computer.

4. I often soothe Net to fmd information about televisions/ computers.

5. Do you possess a television! computer?

6. I like to read about televisions/ computers in magazines and on the Net, since I am interested in them.

7. I usually talk with friends and colleagues about new developments regarding televisions! computers.

Table 4.2: Questions related to expertise adoptedfrom {Fly, 1999J

Participants have to react on the statements on a 5-point Likert scale (From fully
disagreement to totally agreement). Based on these ratings, they are characterized as
participants with high! low television knowledge and high! low computer knowledge. I
decide to assign people to a high knowledge group when they rate their knowledge above
average (score of 3).

4.2.1.2 Usability measurements
The usability performances of participants are measured by the usability efficiency
measurements time, number of steps and number of level-ups, which are selected from the
study of Hombrek [Hor, 2006]. Time is related to the time required to perform a task. The
number of steps is measured by the number of functions applied to perform the task. The

number of level-ups calculates the number of times a participant goes 'up' in the menu. A
suitable effectiveness measure is binary task completion. This measure can be separated into
the percentage that requires no help to perform the task successfully and a percentage that is
able to complete the task after a hint from the observer

4.2.2 Experimental tasks

Three experimental tasks have been selected for this first-use test. These tasks contained
features presented as unique selling points by marketers and they also reflect functions that
need to be applied by customers when they buy the product. These two kinds of tasks namely
seem logically to be critical to a product's success or the product's returning.

(1) Channel selection task

After installation of the television, channel "RTL 7" has been automatically programmed on
channel 25. So, this first task is a task people will be faced with in real life if they want to put
"RTL 7" on channel 7.

(2) Dual screen task

The "Dual screen" function is innovative in comparison with previous verSIOns of the
product. It is one of the features promoted by marketing to sell the product. People should be
able to watch the channels "NEDERLAND 2" and ''NET 5" simultaneously.
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(3) Digital picture task
Another function that is new in comparison with previous versions - and another potential
unique selling point - is the digital picture function. It might be one of the reasons why
customers have chosen this version. Therefore, it is interesting for designers to see how

consumers can handle this function.

4.2.3 Apparatus and materials
The product under study for this study is an innovative television. Televisions contain menus
and tasks which have been available on televisions for years, but there also functions which

are new in comparison with previous versions. Those tasks and menus are mostly software
related, which are expected to require supplemental computer knowledge to be performed
successfully.

4.2.4 Participants

For the experiment 29 people participate in a first-use test, ranging from the age of 22 to 66.
19 participants were male and 10 were female. They performed the task in a simulated living
room to ensure that they feel like they are home. Manuals were provided and the television

was installed properly, so the product was ready for use. The participants and the television
screen were captured on a video camera.

4.2.5 Procedure

All participants are told that they should perform the tasks as they would have done at home.

They received a time limit in which they had to complete the task. Participants were
instructed that the experiment was designed to examine the usability of the television.
Subsequently they were asked to perform the tasks in predefined order and to think aloud to
understand why they make certain decisions. This experiment only investigated the first-use

phase and does not take learning effects into account. However, most problems with products
can be found in the beginning of the usage phase when most products are returned by
customers lOud, 2006]. The entire experiment took about 15-40 minutes, depending on the
participants' performances. The usability test itself is recorded and the usability is measured

afterwards by evaluating the performances of the participants. At the end of the experiment
people received a token of attention to thank them for their cooperation.

4.3. Hypotheses

Since the tasks and usability measurements have been selected, the three expectations can be
transformed into hypotheses. These hypotheses need to be measurable to be able to support
of reject them. The expectation concerning the added value of process mining techniques
does not satisfy this requirement; the expectation can not be transformed in a hypothesis that
can be supported or rejected with aid of statistical techniques. However, this added value will
be discussed thoroughly in the next chapter. Therefore, the hypotheses will only deal with
the first main research question. Each section will discuss the hypotheses regarding one task.
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4.3.1 Hypotheses channel selection task

The first hypothesis is related to the first task and deals with the effect of television
knowledge on the usability performance of the channel selection task. This task is a
'classical' television task, since it has been available on televisions for years. Moreau's
concept is therefore not suitable for this task. People with high knowledge are expected to
perform better than people with low core knowledge, since they are more familiar with the
television and have more experience in using it.

Hla : Participants with high television knowledge require less time to perform the channel selection task in
comparison with participants with low television knowledge.

Hlb : Participants with high television knowledge require fewer steps to perform the channel selection task in
comparison with participants with low television knowledge.

Hle : Participants with high television knowledge require fewer level-ups to perform the channel selection task
in comparison with participants with low television knowledge.

Table 4.3: Overview ofhypotheses la, lb, lc

4.3.2 Hypotheses dual screen task
The second hypothesis concerns the effect of knowledge on the usability performances of the
dual screen task. Dual screen is rather new and the function was not available on previous
versions of this television. Knowledge about televisions is expected to contribute to a
comprehension of how to perform the task, but Moreau's concept is not suitable since the
task is solely 'television-related'. The result is that people with more experience and who are
more familiar with televisions are expected to fulfil the dual screen task more efficiently.

Hza : Participants with high television knowledge require less time to perform the dual screen task in
comparison with participants with low television knowledge.

HZb : Participants with high television knowledge requirefewer steps to perform the dual screen task in
comparison with participants with low television knowledge.

Hze: Participants with high television knowledge require fewer level-ups to perform the dual screen task in
comparison with participants with low television knowledge.

Table 4.4: Overview ofhypotheses 2a, 2b, 2c

4.3.3 Hypotheses digital picture task

The third hypothesis deals with the discontinuous task "show digital pictures on the TV".
The concept discontinuous comes from Moreau's model and is a subclass of innovative
products/ services. Discontinuous innovations are new products that require learning efforts
and comprehension of the product is expected to be also dependent on the supplemental
knowledge domain, since the product can not be compared to a single product [Mor, 2001].
This digital picture task can be considered as a discontinuous task, since it contains software
and television components. A good usability performance can not be simply linked to solely
television knowledge. In fact, it has nothing to do with the classical function of a television
and is more comparable with functions available on computers. Computer and television
experience and familiarity are expected to contribute to efficient task completions, since
people who possess high knowledge in both domains will adopt discontinuous innovations
easier. These people, who are called technovators by Saaksjiirvi (2003), are expected to show
better usability performances than other participants.
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H3a : Technovators require less time to perform the digital picture task in comparison with other participants.

H3b : Technovators require fewer steps to perform the digital picture task in comparison with other
participants.

H3c : Technovators require fewer level-ups to perform the digital picture task in comparison with other
participants.

Table 4.5: Overview ofhypotheses 3a, 3b, 3c

4.4 Analysis techniques

This Master Thesis consists of three main analyses. The first analysis will be a statistical
analysis of the usability performance of the test participants. The second analysis consists of
a study of the log file of the first-use test with aid of several process mining techniques from
the ProM software. To uncover the dynamic design related information I will use a stepwise
approach for the ProM analysis, which will be discussed in section 4.4.2. The third analysis
will be a problem classification to indicate in which area most usability problems occur.

4.4.1 MANOVA analysis

The statistical analysis of this thesis is a Multivariate Analysis Of Variance. According to
Hair (2006) the selection of MANOVA should be based on the desire to analyse a
dependence relationship represented as the differences in a set of dependent measures across
a series of groups formed by one or more categorical independent measures [Hai, 2006]. This
is the case when one wants to answer the question "What is the effect of knowledge on
usability during first-use of innovative products?"

As discussed in the previous chapter a participant's knowledge is considered to be high or
low depending on his/her ratings on the statements in the questionnaire. Therefore,
knowledge is the categorical independent variable in this MANOVA analysis. Usability is
measured with aid of the usability measurements time, number ofsteps and number ofIevel
ups. These measures are the metric dependent variables, since they are expected to be
dependent on the knowledge scores. An overview of the variables included in the MANOVA
analysis can be found in table 4.6.

Variable Independent! dependent Metric/ Categorical Number of levels

Television knowledge Independent Categorical 2

Computer knowledge Independent Categorical 2

Time to complete task Dependent Metric I

Number of functions Dependent Metric 1

Number of level-ups Dependent Metric 1

Table 4.6: Overview variables in hypotheses

4.4.2 Process mining analysis

It is important to decide which tasks are crucial for the product to be performed adequately.
In this case, this step has already been made by Jeroen Keijzers when he designed the first
use test. After the selection of these tasks the desired model should be defined in order to be
able to compare it with the actual usage model. Subsequently, a log file has to be created
with aid of Noldus software. In the Noldus software videos can be watched back and time
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stamps can be made when users make certain steps. ProM needs a special log file (MX1v1L
format) for its analysis. ProMimportJ can convert the txt format log file created by Noldus

into a MXML format log file. Subsequently, ProM can analyse the log file and check the
conformance of the desired model with the actual model. The used method can be seen in
table 4.7.

Step Description

1. Decide how to discover Decide which tasks are vital to be able to draw conclusions with respect to
design related intelligence. the product's usability.

2. Defme key user states The desired model should be defined (with aid of the manual e.g.) and all
and the optimal model. possible states should be modelled to be able to draw conclusions with

respect to the conformance of the model (the level of similarity between the
consumer test and the desired model.

3. Record with aid of Record timestamps with aid ofNoldus The Observer and create log files.
Noldus software.

4. Convert with aid of Convert the log file into a MXML format to make sure that it can be
ProMimport' software. imported by ProM.

5. Analyse log file with aid This ProM analysis contains traditional usability measurements as discussed
of ProM. in this Master Thesis, evaluates techniques that visualises the dynamics of

the usability tests (usage patterns, differences among users) and checks the
conformance of user models with the desired model.

Table 4.7: Method ofprocess mining analysis

As discussed in the literature review, ProM possesses three main 'areas' to support analysis,
namely performance analysis, control-flow discovery and conformance analysis.
Performance analysis is the metric-based part of ProM and offers opportunities to measure

usability with aid of basic log statistics. Control-flow discovery offers opportunities to
visualise task performances in the form of mined task models and the sorting out of user
behaviour. Conformance analysis offers a qualitative and quantitative comparison of the
desired and actual task model. These three analyses are visualised in figure 4.3.

Design
related

intelligence

_ Define key ..
user states

Desired
Consumer

Model

Confonnance
• analysis -

Actual
consumer

model

Define user tasks

I

Recording
Consumer timestamps Observations

test Noldus·
The Observer

Perfonnance analysis
Control-flow discovery,

Create ..J::l
Log files~

Figure 4.3 Overview process mining analysis

I ProMimport: http://prom.win.tue.nVtools/promimport
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4.4.4 Problem classifications and recommendations

This Master Thesis also tries to detect soft reliability failures and uses the classification of
Keijzers [Kei, 2008] to indicate in which areas eventual usability problems take place (table
4.8).

Problem classification

Ambiguous location of function

Ambiguous icons and! or naming of functions

Ambiguous keys

Non-intuitive sequence of menus or steps

Disorientation in menu

Unclear status or lack of feedback

Difficulty with data input

Table 4.8: Problem classification adoptedfrom IKei, 2008j

This usability test makes use of the think-aloud strategy. Before the test starts participants are
asked to think aloud why they take certain actions and which features they (dis)like, which
are both captured on video. This information might be useful feedback for design
improvements. Another point of interest is the heuristics that Nielsen has developed [Nie,
2003]. These heuristics are the result of many years' research into usability problems. The ten
usability heuristics, which are shown in table 4.9, might also be helpful for the formulation of
recommendations.

1) Visibility of system status

2) Match between system and the real world

3) User control and freedom

4) Consistency and standards

5) Error prevention

6) Recognition rather than recall

7) Flexibility and efficiency of use

8) Aesthetic and minimalist design

9) Help and documentation

10) Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors

Table 4.9: Overview Nielsen's usability heuristics adoptedfrom [Nie, 2003j
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5. Data results

5.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the results of the analyses. The second section shows the statistical
results of the MANOVA analysis. Section 5.3 discusses the results of the ProM analysis and
the resulting usage patterns and conformance. In section 5.4 all usability problems are
summarised and categorised. Section 5.5 gives eventual recommendations for the design
based on the MANOVA and ProM analysis and the comments ofparticipants.

5.2 Statistical Results

Test participants were divided into high or low knowledge groups based on their knowledge
ratings in the questionnaire. As discussed in the previous chapter, their rating should be above
average. Technovators were allowed to have only one score between 2 and 3 and the other
scores should be higher than 3. For the efficiency measures only tasks have been included
that were performed successfully, since these efficiency measures (time, number offunctions,
level-ups) are based on completed tasks. All steps in the MANOVA analysis (transformations
to cope with problems with homoscedasticity/ normality) can be found in appendix B.

5.2.1 Channel selection task

5.2.1.1 Effectiveness measures
From the binary task completion measures can be concluded that a substantial number of
tasks could not be completed. Only 37,5% of the participants in the low knowledge group
could perform the channel selection task without help of the observer. The high knowledge
group performed better with a binary task completion of 83,5%. With help from the observer,
these tasks were completed by again 83,5% and 50% of the high and low knowledge group,
respectively (figure 5.1). It is important to state that no failure can be explained by technical
malfunctions.

Channel selection
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Figure 5.1: Effectiveness measures channel selection

5.2.1.2 Efficiency measures
Participants from the high knowledge group needed 238 seconds, 18,9 steps and 3,8 level
ups on average to complete the task channel selection. 47,1% of the total steps taken was
detour. The low knowledge group needed 394 seconds, 20,1 steps and 6,8 level-ups on
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average to complete the task. 50,2% of the steps taken were detour. In figure 5.2, the
differences are visualised in box-plots and the results are summarised at the right burton.
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Figure 5.2: Efficiency measures channel selection task

To be able to conclude if these visualised differences are significant, a multivariate analysis
has been conducted [Hai, 2006]. Only 19 performances were included in the analysis, since
10 participants could not complete the task. The power of 0,614 is rather small due to this
small sample size. However, from the multivariate tests can be concluded that the differences
in the set of usability performances among the knowledge groups are almost significant
(based on u=0,05) with F(3,182) = 16,52; p<0,05). In the test between-subjects table can be
seen that the difference in time is significant. The results of both tests are shown in table 5.1.

Multivariate TestsC

Hypothesis Partial Eta Noncent. Observed
Effect Value F df Error df Sig. Squared Parameter Power'

KNOWLEDGE Pillai's Trace ,389 3,182" 3,000 15,000 ,055 ,389 9,547 ,614

Wilks' Lambda ,611 3,182" 3,000 15,000 ,055 ,389 9,547 ,614

Hotelling's Trace ,636 3,182" 3,000 15,000 ,055 ,389 9,547 ,614

Roy's Largest Root ,636 3,182" 3,000 15,000 ,055 ,389 9,547 ,614

a. Exact statistic b. Computed using alpha =0,05 c. Design: Intercept + KNOWLEDGE

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Type III Sum Mean Partial Eta Noncent. Observed
Source Dependent Variable of Squares df Square F Sig. Squared Parameter Powerb

KNOWLEDGE STEPSCHANNEL 201,502" 1 201,502 ,819 ,378 ,046 ,819 ,137

LEVELUPCHANNEL 19,158c 1 19,158 ,947 ,344 ,053 ,947 ,151

TIMECHTRANSF2 4,083E-5" 1 4,083E-5 7,186 ,016 ,297 7,186 ,715

Table 5.1: Results multivariate and univariate tests channel selection
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As discussed above, the differences in the set of usability performances are not significant.
However, from the univariate tests comes clear that the required time is significantly
different between the two knowledge groups and the power of this test is moderate (0,715).
H ia is supported and H ib and Hie are rejected by the results of the multivariate and
univariate tests (table 5.2).

Hypothesis Result
H1a: Participants with high television knowledge require less time to perform the Supported
channel selection task in comparison with participants with low television knowledge.

H1b : Participants with high knowledge require fewer steps to perform the channel Rejected
selection task in comparison with participants with low television knowledge.

H1C : Participants with high core knowledge require fewer level-ups to perform the Rejected
channel selection task in comparison with participants with low television knowledge.

Table 5.2: Overview results hypotheses channel selection

5.2.2 Dual screen task

5.2.2.1 Effectiveness measures
The effectiveness measures of the dual screen task show big differences between the
knowledge groups. All participants of the high knowledge group were able to complete the
task without help, but only 56,3% of the low knowledge group succeeded in accomplishing
the dual screen task. With help of the observer this percentage increased to 81,3%. These
effectiveness measures are visualised in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Effectiveness measures dual screen task

5.2.2.2. Efficiency measures
There are also big differences in efficiency. The high knowledge group needed 140 seconds,
10,5 steps, 0,8 level-ups and 33,3% of the steps were detour. The low knowledge group
needed 230 seconds, 12,9 steps, 2,4 level-ups and 45,7% of the steps were detour. The
differences in effectiveness measures are visualised in box-plots infigure 5.4. Besides, the
measures are summarised in the right bottom of this figure.
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Based on the results of the multivariate tests III table 5.3 can be concluded that the
differences in performances among the knowledge groups are significant (F(3,55) = 10,64;
p<O,05). Moreover, the univariate tests show that people from the high television knowledge
group showed for all usability measurements better performances than the people with low
television knowledge (Test ofBetween-Subjects Table 5.3).

Multivariate TestsC

Hypothesis Error Partial Eta Noncent. Observed
Effect Value F df df Sig. Squared Parameter Power"

KNOWLEDGE Pillai's Trace ,316 3,545" 3,000 23,000 ,030 ,316 10,635 ,710

Wilks' Lambda ,684 3,545" 3,000 23,000 ,030 ,316 10,635 ,710

Hotelling's Trace ,462 3,545" 3,000 23,000 ,030 ,316 10,635 ,710

Roy's Largest Root ,462 3,545" 3,000 23,000 ,030 ,316 10,635 ,710

a. Exact statistic b. computed using alpha c. Design: Intercept + KNOWLEDGE

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Type til Sum Mean Partial Eta Noncent. Observed
Source Dependent Variable of Squares df Square F Sig. Squared Parameter Power"

KNOWLEDGE TIMEDSTRANSF ,000' 1 ,000 11,146 ,003 ,308 11,146 ,894

STEPSDSTRANSF ,041 c 1 ,041 7,319 ,012 ,226 7,319 ,739

LEVELUPSDSTRANSF 5,977d 1 5,977 6,170 ,020 ,198 6,170 ,666

Table 5.3: Results multivariate and univariate tests dual screen task
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HZal Hzband Hzc are all supported by the results ofthe multivariate and univariate tests (table
5.4). The power of the multivariate tests is limited (0,71), but the power of the univariate test
for time is quite high (0,894) and for number of steps (0,739) and level-ups (0,666) moderate.

Hypotheses Result
Hza : Participants with high television knowledge require less time to perform the dual Supported
screen task in comparison with participants with low television knowledge.

HZb : Participants with high television knowledge require/ewer steps to perform the Supported
dual screen task in comparison with participants with low television knowledge.

Hzc: Participants with high television knowledge require/ewer level-ups to perform Supported
the dual screen task in comparison with participants with low television knowledge.

Table 5.4: Results hypotheses dual screen task

5.2.3 Digital picture task

Since the digital picture task follows the concept of Moreau, technovators are compared to
other knowledge groups. Participants are considered technovators if they think that they
possess both high knowledge in the core domain and in the supplemental domain. Saaksjarvi
suggests including compatibility in the model. However, I do not expect that people who
consider the digital picture task as being consistent with their existing values, paste
experience and needs [Saa, 2003] behave differently than people with low compatibility.
Moreover, the sample size will be reduced when I include only]. Therefore, I have decided
not to include compatibility in this analysis.

The knowledge groups are homogeneous; people rated their television and computer
knowledge either both high (technovators) or both low (novices). Therefore, only two
knowledge groups are involved in the analysis of the digital picture task.

5.2.3.1 Effectiveness measures
The binary task completion measures shows that 92,3% of the technovators has completed
the task without assistance of the observer. This is much higher than the binary completion
of 68,8% from the other participants. Participants of both groups were able to perform the
task successfully after demand for help (figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5: Effectiveness measures digital picture task

5.2.3.2 Efficiency measures
The digital picture task showed some inconsistencies with respect to the efficiency measures.
The time to complete the task for the technovator group (166 seconds) was namely lower
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than for the low knowledge group (209 seconds). However, the number of steps and level
ups showed better performances for the low knowledge group. This group namely needed
12,3 steps (18,7% detour) and 1,1 level-ups to perform the task in comparison in comparison
with 15,1 steps (33,8% detour) and 1,8 level ups for the high knowledge group (figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6: Efficiency measures digital picture task

The differences of usability performances were found significant (F(4,686) = 14,059;
p<O,Ol), which means that the two knowledge groups performed differently with respect to
the set of usability measurements (table 5.5).

Multivariate TestsC

Hypothesis Partial Eta Noncent. Observed
Effect Value F df Error df Sig. Squared Parameter Power'

KNOWLEDGE Pillai's Trace ,360 4,686" 3,000 25,000 ,010 ,360 14,059 ,840

Wilks' Lambda ,640 4,686" 3,000 25,000 ,010 ,360 14,059 ,840

Hotelling's Trace ,562 4,686" 3.000 25,000 ,010 ,360 14,059 ,840

Roy's Largest Root ,562 4,686" 3,000 25,000 ,010 ,360 14,059 ,840

a. Exact statistic b. computed using alpha =,05 c. Design: Intercept + KNOWLEDGE

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Type III Sum of Mean Partial Eta Noncent. Observed
Source Dependent Variable Squares df Square F Sig. Squared Parameter Power'

KNOWLEDGE TIMEDP 166737,611" 1 166737,611 10,005 ,004 ,270 10,005 ,862

TRANSFSTEPSDP ,006c 1 ,006 ,093 ,762 ,003 ,093 ,060

LEVELUPDP ,489" 1 ,489 ,385 ,540 ,014 ,385 ,092

a. R Squared =,270 (Adjusted R Squared =,243) b. Computed using alpha =,05

c. R Squared =,003 (Adjusted R Squared =-,033) d. R Squared =,014 (Adjusted R Squared =-0,22)

Table 5.5 Results multivariate and univariate tests digital picture task
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The univariate tests show that only the effect of knowledge on the required time for
completion is highly significant. Therefore, only hypothesis H3a is supported by the
multivariate and univariate tests. Hypotheses H3b and H3c can be rejected, but the univariate
tests indicate that the opposite of these hypotheses is neither supported, since the effect of
knowledge on the number ofsteps and level-ups is not significant (table 5.6).

Hypotheses Result
H3a : Technovators require less time to perform the digital picture task in comparison with Supported
other participants.
H3b : Technovators require fewer steps to perform the digital picture task in comparison Rejected
with other participants.
H3c : Technovators require fewer level-ups to perform the digital picture task in Rejected
comparison with other participants.

Table 5.6: Results hypotheses digital picture task

5.2.4 Additional results

Previous research has shown that age influences the ability to use products, especially
innovative products. These papers point at the proliferation of the leT and the increasingly
aging population in Western Europe [Zie, 2007] [Mur, 2005] [Zie, 2005] in combination
with the importance of the older adult as a potential consumer, since this consumer group
possesses much purchasing power [Zie, 2007]. For that reason, I examine the effect of age
on usability. The dual screen and digital picture tasks are suitable for this analysis.

The papers that discuss the effect of age on usability are not univocal with the definition
of the old and young aged groups. I have chosen to take the age of40 as the border between
the two age groups. Older ages resulted in a categorization of 'high age'; younger
participants were categorized as 'low age'.

In the 'high age' group, all participants were able to complete both tasks without help.
However, the low aged group had real problems with both tasks, since for the dual screen
task and the digital picture task, only 64,7% could complete the task without help. The
results are visualised in figure 5.7.
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Usability measure Dual screen task Digital picture task

High Low High Low

Average time without help (in sec) 265 135 247 132

Average number offunction used 13,4 9,2 14,4 12,7

Extra functiOns used (percentage oftotal) 47,8% 31,4% 30,6% 21,3%

Number oflevel ups 2,6 0,6 1,7 1,3

Figure 5.7: Effectiveness measures with age as independent variable
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The differences among the knowledge groups for the dual screen task were found significant
(F(3,064) = 9,191; p<O,05). For the digital picture task, the differences in the set of usability
performances were highly significant different (F(5,71O) = 17,13; p<O,Ol) (table 5.7)

Multivariate Tests (Dual screen taskt

Hypothesis Partial Eta Noncent. Observed
Effect Value F df Error df Sig. Squared Parameter Power'

AGEBIN Pillai's Trace ,285 3,061· 3,000 23,000 ,048 ,285 9,184 ,639

Wilks' Lambda ,715 3,061· 3,000 23,000 ,048 ,285 9,184 ,639

Hotelling's Trace ,399 3,061· 3,000 23,000 ,048 ,285 9,184 ,639

Roy's Largest Root ,399 3,061· 3,000 23,000 ,048 ,285 9,184 ,639

a. Exact statistic b. Computed uSing alpha - ,05 c. DeSign. Intercept + AGEBIN

Multivariate Tests (Digital picture taskt

Hypothesis Partial Eta Noncent. Observed
Effect Value F df Error df Sig. Squared Parameter Power'

AGEBIN Pillai's Trace ,407 5,710· 3,000 25,000 ,004 ,407 17,130 ,909

Wilks' Lambda ,593 5,710· 3,000 25,000 ,004 ,407 17,130 ,909

Hotelling's Trace ,685 5,710· 3,000 25,000 ,004 ,407 17,130 ,909

Roy's Largest Root ,685 5,710· 3,000 25,000 ,004 ,407 17,130 ,909

a. Exact statistic b. Computed using alpha =,05 c. Design: Intercept + AGEBIN

Table 5.7: Results multivariate results with age as independent variable

The univariate tests show that for both tasks only the time required to complete the task
differs significantly among the two knowledge groups (table 5.8).

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects (Dual screen task)

Type III Sum Mean Partial Eta Noncent. Observed
Source Dependent Variable of Squares df Square F Sig. Squared Parameter Powerb

AGEBIN TIMEDSTRANSF ,000 1 ,000 6,162 ,020 ,198 6,162 ,665

STEPSDSTRANSF ,007 1 ,007 ,998 ,327 ,038 ,998 ,161

LEVELUPSDSTRANSF 2,268 1 2,268 2,030 ,167 ,075 2,030 ,278

a. R Squared =.198 (Adjusted R Squared =,166) b. Computed using alpha =.05

c. R Squared =,038 (Adjusted R Squared =,000) d. R Squared =,075 (Adjusted R Squared =,038

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects (Digital picture task)

Type III Sum Mean Partial Eta Noncent. Observed
Source Dependent Variable of Squares df Square F Sig. Squared Parameter Powerb

AGEBIN TIMEDIGITALPICTURE 240500,068 1 240500,068 17,260 ,000 ,390 17,260 ,979

LEVELUPDIGPICTURE ,029 1 ,029 ,022 ,883 ,001 ,022 ,052

TRANSFSTEPSDP ,026 1 ,026 ,441 ,512 ,016 ,441 ,098

a. R Squared =,390 (Adjusted R Squared =,367) b. Computed using alpha =,05

c. R Squared =.001 (Adjusted R Squared =-,036) d. R Squared =,016 (Adjusted R Squared =-,020)

Table 5.8: Results univariate tests with age as independent variable

Conclusion effect of age on usability

From the analysis of the effect of age on usability comes clear that high aged people
experience more problems with the use of the product. They especially require more time to
perform the tasks, which might cause frustration and the potential returning of products. The
complaints of these high aged people should be taken seriously, since the group is growing
rapidly and usually possess more purchasing power than younger people [Zie, 2007].
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5.3 Process mining analysis

5.3.1 Decide how to discover design related intelligence.

The first step in this case study is to design a first-use test with tasks that uncover design
related intelligence. These tasks have been discussed in section 4.2.2 and in the MANOVA
analysis in section 5.2.

1): Channel selection task: Program RTL 7 on channel 7.
2): Dual screen task: Make sure that you can watch two channels simultaneously.
3): Digital picture task: Show the picture (saved on a USB-stick) on the television screen.

Table 5.9: Experimental tasks ofthe first-use television test

5.3.2 Define key user states and the optimal model.
With aid of the instructions of the instruction manual one can define the desired model.
Yasper l (Yet Another Smart Process EditoR) has been used to create the model. The result
for the channel selection task can be found in figure 5.8. The optimal models of the other
experimental tasks are added to the appendix (Appendix E)._.....
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Figure 5.8: Desired usage model ofthe channel selection task

5.3.3 Record with aid of Noldus software

The Noldus software records the timestamps and produces a "txt format" log file (figure 5.9).
The time between "State (start)" and "State (complete)" is representative for the time the
participant spent in that state.

Start Date: 2008-06-03; Start TIme: 14:56:08; Header Lines: 4;

TIme;ObservationName;Event Log File Name;Subject;Behaviour;State Event;Comment;

O.OOO;"USER X CHANNEl SElECTION";"Obs229720ds22973";"";"Read Task";"Point";"";

34.976;"USER X CHANNEL SELECTION";"Obs229720ds22973";"";"Start task";"State start";"";

48.066;"USER X CHANNEL SElECTION";"Obs229720ds22973";"";"Start task";"State stop";'''';

48.066;"USER X CHANNEL SElECTION";"Obs229720ds22973";"";"Main menu";"State start";"";

59.577;"USER X CHANNEL SELECTION";"Obs229720ds22973";"";"Main menu";"State stop";"";

Figure 5.9: Part ofa txt format log file created with aid ofNoldus software

5.3.4 Convert with aid of ProMimport software

With aid of the ProMimport software, the "txt format" log files have been converted into
"MXML" formats, which can be read by ProM. A part of a created MXML log file can be
seen infigure 5.10.

J Yasper: www.yasper.org
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<!Data>
<Source program="Application usage logs"!>
<Process id="MainProcess" description="singular process">

<Process Instance id="log file DP high k.txt" description="instance extracted from file log file DP high k.txt">
<AuditTraiIEntry>

<Data>
<Attribute name="Behavior">Read Task<!Attribute>
<Attribute name="Event Log File Name">Obs94780ds9479<1Attribute>
<Attribute name="ObservationName">USER X DP<lAttribute>
<Attribute name="Offset">O.OOO<!Attribute>
<Attribute name="State Event">Point<!Attribute>

<!Data>
<WorldlowModelElement>Read Task<IWorldlowModelElement>
<EventType>start<IEventType>
<Timestamp>2()()8~-o2T12:40:29.000+01:()()<ffimestamD>

Figure 5.10: Part ofMXML log file created with aid ofProMimport

5.3.5 Analyse log file with aid of ProM

In this step of the process mining analysis I distinguish three analyses, namely performance
analysis, control-flow discovery and conformance analysis, which have been discussed in
chapter 2.

5.3.5.1 Performance analysis

Basic performance analysis

In the basic performance analysis, there are several diagrams available which give
information about the throughput time (the time required for the task), the time per state (the
average time participants spent in the particular state), the sum (total time spent in the
particular state) and the frequency (the number of times a particular state has been visited).
Valuable information about the states participants visited most and how much time users
spent in the states can be found in this basic performance analysis. Examples of these
statistics for the channel selection task are shown in appendix C. In table 5.10 the important
facts for the three tasks have been summed up.

Task Throughput Highest time per stJIte Highest sum Highest frequency
time

Channel selection Two outliers Deviant state Preferred channel Main menu

(high knowledge) Channel menu Preferred exchange Installation menu
Preferred channel channel Preferred channel
Preferred exchange channel Manual installation menu Preferred exchange channel
Manual installation menu

Channel selection No real Deviant state Deviant state Installation menu
(low knowledge) extreme Manual installation menu Manual installation menu Main menu

performances Channel menu Channel menu
Preferred channel
Preferred exchange channel

Dual screen One outlier TV menu Selected first screen TV menu

(high knowledge) Highlit first screen Dual screen mode TV
Highlit second screen Highlit first screen

Dual screen Big differences Deviant state Deviant state Deviant state

(low knowledge) in performance TV menu Dual screen mode Main menu
Main menu TV menu

Digital picture Three outliers 2-panel browser 2 2-panel browser 2 Multimedia browser

(high knowledge) Thumbnails Thumbnails 2-panel browser 2
Multimedia browser

DigitJIl picture One outlier 2-panel browser 2 2-panel browser 2 Multimedia browser

(low knowledge) Thumbnails Thumbnails 2-panel browser 2
Deviant state Multimedia browser

Table 5.10: Feedbackfrom basic log statistics
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Dotted chart analysist

This process mining technique gives an overview of the sequence of functions that were
applied by users. In figure 5.11 an example is shown of a dotted chart analysis of both
knowledge groups performing the channel selection task. The X-axis refers to participants
with high knowledge and the Y-axis shows relative time (each block is one minute). The dots
in the diagram refer to events and this makes the chart useful to see the time between events
at a single glance. Long time between events is often an indication of problems with the
execution of a certain step. Fromfigure 5.11 can be concluded that the high knowledge group
contains one 'outlier' and needs fewer time between steps than the low knowledge group, of
which the dotted chart diagram shows big gaps between the events.
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Figure 5.11: Dotted chart analysis, high knowledge (left) and low knowledge (right)

Performance sequence diagram2

With aid of the performance sequence diagram several patterns can be detected. These
process mining techniques cluster participants that performed the tasks by making the same
steps. The purpose of the performance sequence diagram plug-in is to provide researchers
with a means to assess the performance of the examined processes. The plug-in can is helpful
if one wants to know what behaviour in the usage model is common, what behaviour is rare
and what behaviour may result in extreme bad time performances e.g.

The digital picture task has been taken as an example infigure 5.12. The X-axis of this
diagram shows the states/ functions which were visited by the user. Only sequences that
occurred more than once have been included in the performance sequence diagram. Usability
evaluators can see at a single glance that there are two frequent patterns for this task. The
most frequent path is the desired sequence and the second pattern shows a loop from the
multimedia browser to the wrong USB port and back. Statistical information about the time
required to complete the task are also available (minimal, maximal time and standard
deviation). Performance sequence diagrams of the other tasks can be found in appendix F.

Ihttp://prom.win.tue.nl/research/wiki/publications/wits2007
Zhttp://prom.win.tue.nl/research/wiki/publications/homix2007
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Digital picture task
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Figure 5.12: Performance sequence diagrams ofthe three tasks

5.3.5.2. Control-flow discovery
In addition, each log file has been mined in order to visualize the task performance. The
following techniques have been evaluated: the heuristic miner, alpha miner andfuzzy miner.

Heuristic miner
The heuristic miner creates a Heuristic Net, which shows the states which participants have
visited and visualises certain loops which people made during the performance of tasks. High
and low knowledge mined heuristic models can be compared and differences can be
discussed. Moreover, numbers at the arcs show how many times a certain event happened.

Figure 5.13 shows two heuristic models of the dual screen task. The left model is mined
from the log file of the high knowledge group, the right model visualises the low knowledge
group task performances. One can see that the high knowledge group shows quite similar
behaviour, since the arcs contain high numbers and the model does not show many irrelevant
menus. Most people use the dual screen button and immediately enter the dual screen menu
and some people find the dual screen menu via the TV menu. In the dual screen mode, some
participants press on the TV button to select the preferred channel ofthe left screen (which is
not needed) and then go back to the dual screen mode. If people from the high knowledge
group visit a deviant state, they return to the dual screen mode. An interesting loop that shows
the switches between the screens goes from the lightened first screen back to the lightened
and subsequently the selected first screen. The low knowledge group shows various chosen
paths, as one can conclude from the low numbers at the arcs and the visits of many menus
that are irrelevant for the dual screen task. Interestingly, this group takes the main menu
besides the dual screen mode as a central point to return. Another important fact is that
people from the low knowledge group are not able to visit the dual screen mode via the TV
menu (no connection TV menu to dual screen mode), since they get stuck in this menu.
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Figure 5.13: Mined heuristic models
(Left model: Dual screen, high knowledge) (Right model: Dual screen low knowledge)
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Alpha miner

Alpha mining techniques create a Petri Net, but the mined models are spaghetti-like due to
the unstructured processes behind the logs. Models mined with aid of alpha mining
techniques do not distinguish in which information is relevant and which not; on can not
make reasonable conclusions regarding user behaviour and differences between knowledge
levels. Therefore, these techniques do not seem to be suitable for consumer test data analysis.

Fuzzy miner

Fuzzy mining techniques produce a Fuzzy model, which can be analysed for the discovery of
usage patterns and differences in behaviour between knowledge groups. In addition to
heuristic mining techniques, fuzzy mining techniques allow the usability evaluator to change
the level of detail with a significant cut-off, which can vary the model from being very
detailed model to being very abstract. In the abstract models one can zoom in on certain
clusters which show the underlying patterns.

Figure 5.14 on the next page shows the fuzzy models of the two knowledge groups. I have
chosen again to analyse the dual screen task to be able to compare the fuzzy miner with the
heuristic miner. The upper two fuzzy models are mined at a significant cut-off of 0,5. One
can see that the low knowledge fuzzy model barely contains relevant events (only the dual
screen mode) and that the high knowledge fuzzy model shows almost all relevant tasks from
the optimal model at this significant cut-off.

Figure 5.15 on the next page shows the fuzzy models of both knowledge groups at the
significant cut-off of 0,35. One can see that both models show more steps and contain both
relevant and irrelevant events regarding to the desired model. Again the loop of the low
knowledge group in the main menu can be seen. If one zooms in on cluster 43, one gets a
view of the TV menu which is visited after the main menu and which leads to deviant states,
due the confusion about the unclear TV menu. This cluster is also shown infigure 5.15.

Conclusion mining techniques

Heurist mining techniques and fuzzy mining techniques both visualise user task performances
in a structured way. So, the main advantage of fuzzy mining techniques is the opportunity to
show the models at a desired significance cut-off dependent on the purpose. This can be
changed in the fuzzy model and thresholds do not have to be defined on beforehand as is the
case for the heuristic miner. Sometimes a usability evaluator wants get a broad overview of
how people use a product, the other time an accurate picture of the use of a certain menu is
needed. Both objectives can be served by the fuzzy mining techniques.

Based on the results of the three mining techniques one can draw three main conclusions
regarding the qualitative user behaviour of the two knowledge groups. First, mined models of
the low knowledge group show more irrelevant tasks than the models of high knowledge
group. Second, novices frequently leave the 'ideal path' and make more loops. Third, people
from the low knowledge group show various paths in comparison with the more similar taken
steps of the high knowledge groups. In the appendix, the mined models of the channel
selection task and the digital picture task have been added. The dual screen model has served
to show the usefulness of the mining techniques, but from the mined models of the other
experimental tasks similar analyses can be done. These mined models can be found in
Appendix D.
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5.3.5.3 Conformance analysis
Conformance checking techniques use two measures to evaluate the conformance of models:
fitness and appropriateness measures. Fitness is defined as the extent to which the log traces
can be associated with valid execution paths specified by the process model. Appropriateness
is the degree of accuracy in which the process model describes the observed behaviour,
combined with the degree of clarity in which it is presented [Roz, 2007].

Only fitness measures are relevant, since the conformance analysis in this case aims to
show quality and quantitative deviations from the desired model. Fitness measures evaluate
whether each trace in the log is a possible with respect to the process model [Roz, 2007].

Conformance checking techniques need to take a model (in this case the optimal model) as
a reference. However, participants have visited states which are not present in the optimal
scenario and for that reason the log files contain events which can not be mapped to events
from the desired model. Therefore a measure that calculates this mismatch is needed. This so
called log coverage measures the mismatch between the desired model and the actual usage
models [Roz, (2007]. Table 5.11 shows that the log file of the low knowledge group contains
more events that could not be mapped to the desired model from the channel selection and

dual screen task. The digital picture task gives opposite results.

He E E IlE(e)E LTI
CE = lEI

Log coverage (CE) Log coverage (CE)
Task (high knowledge) (low knowledge
Channel selection 0,529 0,498

Dual screen 0,667 0,543

Di2ital picture 0,662 0,813

Table 5.11: Overview oflog coverage measures

By grouping log files with the same sequences one can see the fitness measures and
bottlenecks of these groups. A screenshot of the output of the conformance analysis can be
found in figure 5.16. Conformance checking techniques calculate the fitness and also show
potential bottlenecks. Since the reference model is a simple sequential model without
parallelisms, one can only see where tokens are consumed or produced in the usage models.
As can be seen in table 5.12, the average fitness measures are higher for the high knowledge
group except for the digital picture task.
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Figure 5.16: Occurrence ofusability problem adoptedfrom the conformance checker

High
Task knowledge Low knowledge
Channel selection 0,887 0,787
Dual screen 0,972 0,951
Di2ital picture 0,94 0,956

Table 5.12 Fitness measures calculated by the conformance checker
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5.4 Overview usability problems

This chapter gives an overview of all usability problems that were indicated during the first
use test. First, all usability problems are classified using the classification of Keijzers, which
is based on the classification of Ji (2006) and Weiss (2002). This classification is used for
mobile phones, but the categories are also suitable for the purposes of this analysis. The used
problem classification can be found in table 5.13.

Problem classification Channel Dual screen Digital picture Total number of
selection problems per

cate20ry
Ambiguous location of function 2 9 1 8 0 0 20
Ambiguous icons and! or naming of 4 13 0 0 11 8 36
functions
Ambiguous keys 3 8 1 7 0 0 19
Non-intuitive sequence of menus or 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
steps
Disorientation in menu 1 3 0 0 0 0 4
Unclear status or lack of feedback 1 3 1 4 1 6 16
Difficulty with data input 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
Total Dumber of problems per task 11 36 3 19 12 16

47 22 28 97

Table 5.13: Overview usability problems adoptedfrom IKe;, 2008/

Channel selection task:

People often switch between several menus, which indicates that the installation menu is not
clear enough. Most participants do not know what "herschikken" (rearrange) means and
subsequently, they do not know that they have to select "herschikken menu" and often switch
between the manual installation menu, automatic installation and other menus. Moreover,
participants have problems with the selection of the channels, since they do not know what to
do after putting the cursor on the channels.

Dual screen task:

Participants have trouble finding the dual screen menu. They spend a lot of time reading the
menu after reading the task and if they are not aware of the icon on the remote control, they
spend much time visiting deviant menus. The TV menu is not clear enough for users to
understand how they can find the dual screen mode in this menu. Moreover, many
participants spent a lot of time in the selected and highlight states. This means that there is a
problem with the switch to the other screen and there are problems with the selection of the
channel.

Digital picture task:

Users often visit the wrong panel browser (due to the wrong USB port choice) and get
confused which results in irritation or the demand for help.
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5.5 Recommendations
For each task Nielsen's usability heuristics and user comments have been applied. Together
with the results of the process mining analysis it is possible to make recommendations
regarding the product design:

Channel selection task
1) Match between system and the real world
Many usability problems can be prevented by changing the term "herschikken" (rearrange) in
"kanalen verwisselen" (change channels). Many terms from the system are literally translated
from English, but the designers should speak the user's language.

2) Visibility ofsystem status
During the test, participants often wonder if they have selected a channel. Additional
information "You have selected channel X, now select the desired channel to change channel
X with" might prevent this confusion.

3) Help and documentation
People often put the cursor on a menu and hope to get information of the applications in the
menu. Unfortunately for them, this is not the case. It might be helpful to give a short
summary of the possibilities of the selected menus, only if the cursor is put on the menu for a
longer time, to avoid extra text for the experienced users.

Dual screen task

1) Flexibility and efficiency ofuse
Accelerators - unseen by the novice users - may often speed up the interaction for the expert
user such that the system can serve both inexperienced and experienced users. As can be seen
in the usability measurements it indeed reduces the throughput time for the high knowledge
group. However, the 'long way' should be explained thoroughly in the manual, which is not
the case for the dual screen menu. This results in problems for the low knowledge group.
2) Visibility ofsystem status
People have spent a lot of time in the highlighted screen state, which indicates that it is not
clear how to switch from channel the channel. Some participants suggest a hint on the top of
the screen which supports the user with information how to switch from the first to the
second screen and how to change the screen's preferred channel. Most people appreciate the
'yellow highlighted' screens, which indicate which screen is ready to be changed.

Digital picture task

1) Visibility ofsystem status
There is no logic for choosing the right USB port, so also technovators often select the wrong
USB-port. However, technovators choose the thumbnails menu and conclude that they have
to choose the other USB port. The novices get stuck and confused. Therefore, it is important
to inform these users what is going on and why they are not able to see the pictures on the
USB stick. A message "Either this USB-stick does not contain pictures or you have to choose
another USB port in the multimedia browser menu" might clear up problems.

2) Error prevention
The error of the choice of the wrong USB-port can easily be prevented. If the system
highlights the USB-port which contains the memory stick, this might prevent a lot of
problems, albeit it will not be easy to implement this change.
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6. Conclusion

This chapter presents the conclusions based on the results of the analyses in chapter five. In
section 6.1 the conclusions with respect to the research questions are drawn. In section 6.2
limitations of the research will be discussed and in section 6.3 points of departure for future
research are discussed.

6.1 Conclusion research question

This section discusses the answers on the main research questions as formulated in chapter 3.
The first question was related to the aim to predict user behaviour. Many studies about
knowledge have developed models to measure knowledge and to classify users, but they have
not examined the effect of knowledge on user behaviour. Therefore, the first main research
question was defined as follows:

What is the effect ofknowledge on usability during first-use ofinnovative products?

The conditional answer to this question is that high knowledge is related to a good usability
performance at the first use of an innovative product. This answer is based on a MANOVA
analysis of the data from a first-use television test with 29 participants performing three
experimental tasks. The knowledge measurements and usability measurements followed from
the studies of Alba and Hutchinson (1987) and Hornbrek (2006), respectively.

The results showed that people with a high knowledge level performed better on the
usability measurements time for all tasks. For the dual screen task also the number of steps
and number of level-ups were significantly lower for the high knowledge group. The concept
of Saaksjarvi was used to categorize the participants for the digital picture task, since this task
was considered to be discontinuous. Technovators outperformed other participants with
significantly better time performances, but they surprisingly took more steps and level-ups on
average to complete the digital picture tasks, although these differences were not significant.

The main drawback of evaluating usability with these traditional usability measures is that
these measures do not tell anything about how a product is used in real life. Information
about traditional usability performance is not useful for product designers to base their design
decisions on. However, the gap between perceptions of designers and customer should be
bridged in order to prevent the huge number of No Fault Found cases in the CE branch.
Therefore, this Master Thesis has addressed the need for an approach to cope with soft
reliability failures, which reflect the mismatches between customer expectations and actual
product performances. The industrial context of increasing demands of customers (and
subsequently increasing sales demands) and the opposing desires of design for ease from the
product developers play an important role in these mismatches. However, when consumer
test data are available in time, product developers might be able to make design
improvements prior market launch. Nevertheless, something should be changed about the
collection and presentation of consumer test data to make them suitable for design feedback.
These test data should be enriched to keep the multidimensional aspects that tell how a
product is used in real life. The second research question arose:
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Can process mining techniques be helpful for usability evaluation to obtain richer
information about how the product is used in real life?

The answer to the second main research question is a straightforward 'yes'. Process mining is
extremely relevant to support product development with actual usage patterns and for the
depiction of soft reliability failures. Several process mining techniques have been applied to
examine the log files of the performed experimental tasks. These techniques offered insights
in usability performances, control-flows and the conformance of the actual use models with
the (optimal) design models. The fast qualitative (visual) and quantitative feedback obtained
from process mining techniques is relevant for designers and can be implemented in product
development processes without harming the desire to shorten the time-to-market.

Process mining techniques have not only proven to give general feedback about potential
usability problems. They were also supportive for the first main research question, since they
showed differences in usage patterns for the different knowledge levels. People with high
knowledge showed on average fewer deviations from the optimal path sequence, less time
between events, fewer irrelevant events, better conformance with the desired model, more
similar behaviour with the rest ofthe participants in the group, better time performances and
fewer loops than the participants from the low knowledge group.

This Master Thesis contributes to the development of an approach to better understand the
mismatches between customer expectations and actual product performances. It explored the
effect of knowledge on user behaviour and usability problems. Based on the MANDVA and
process mining analyses one can discreetly state that knowledge differentiates usability
performances of innovative products' first-use tests both quantitatively and qualitatively.
Based on both analyses, Nielsen's usability heuristics and the problem classification of
Keijzers, design improvements were suggested. Some are easy to implement, other
suggestions require a trade-off between costs, time and the improvements made.

6.2 Limitations Master Thesis

The main drawback of this study is the limited sample size. Due to the small sample it is not
possible to generalize the results obtained from the MANDVA and process mining analyses.
The power of the multivariate analysis was even reduced by the fact that only completed
tasks could be included.

The homogeneous composition of the knowledge groups also caused limitations. People
possessed either high or low knowledge in both domains, which limited comparisons between
technovators, supplemental experts, core experts and novices.

The value of process mining techniques for small samples has been proved, but more
process mining techniques come available when designers get larger test samples. The
grouping of people with similar behaviour from a large sample might give interesting results.

Another limitation is the subjective measurement of knowledge. As stated earlier, these
measures are easier to determine, but some people overrate and other people underestimate
their knowledge.
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6.3. Future research

This Master Thesis was explorative and might be a point of departure for future research.
More studies are needed for generalisation of the conclusions about the effect of knowledge
on usability and for the validation of the concept of Moreau and the classification from
Saaksjarvi that arose from this concept. New consumer test samples can be used for
confirmations of the results of the MANOVA analysis.

New studies can also focus on the improvement of the process mining analysis approach
as developed in this study. This approach was rather explorative and can be improved. New
studies can extend the concept of visualising mismatches between designers and consumers.

With automated capture techniques one can prevent the efforts required to manually log
consumer tests. This also creates opportunities for UE without the presence of evaluators (log
files obtained from people who only see a product's VI on their computer screens e.g.). This
will save test participants the time needed to go to a usability lab and offers opportunities for
the obtainment of larger test data samples.

If it is considered ethical and not an intrusion on one's privacy, manufacturers can also
implement chips to record user behaviour. This feedback can provide designers with
information about the product's learnability.
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Appendix

A. Nielsen's usability heuristics

Visibility of system The system should always keep users informed about what is going
status on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time.
Match between The system should speak the users' language, with words, phrases
system and the and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented
real world terms. Follow real-world conventions, making information appear

in a natural and logical order.
User control and Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a
freedom clearly marked "emergency exit" to leave the unwanted state

without having to go through an extended dialogue. Support undo
and redo.

Consistency and Users should not have to wonder whether different words,
standards situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform

conventions.
Error prevention Even better than good error messages is a careful design which

prevents a problem from occurring in the first place.
Recognition rather Make objects, actions, and options visible. The user should not
than recall have to remember information from one part of the dialogue to

another. Instructions for use of the system should be visible or
easily retrievable whenever appropriate.

Flexibility and Accelerators - unseen by the novice user - may often speed up the
efficiency of use interaction for the expert user such that the system can serve both

inexperienced and experienced users. Allow users to tailor frequent
actions.

Aesthetic and Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant or
minimalist design rarely needed. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue

competes with the relevant units of information and diminishes
their relative visibility.

Help and Even though it is better if the system can be used without
documentation documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and

documentation. Any such information should be easy to search,
focused on the user's task, list concrete steps to be carried out, and
not be too large.

Help users Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes),
recognize, precisely indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a
diagnose, and solution.
recover from
errors

Usability heuristics adoptedfrom [Nie, 20041
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B. Preceding steps MANOVA analysis

B 1. Independence of observation
This assumption is ensured as much as possible by the random sampling plan. The
participants (high and low knowledge) have been randomly scheduled. Besides, tasks have
been perfonned in different orders.

B 2. Normality

B 2.1 Channel programming

Time

Descriptive Statistics

Minimu
N m Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Skewness Kurtosis

Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error

TIMECHANNEL 19 103,00 903,00 361,6842 251,95944 1,058 ,524 ,092 1,014

Valid N (Iistwise) 19

Norm.. p~ Plot of TlMeCHANNEl

skewness
Zskewness = = 1,058

J6/N
kurtosis

Zkurtosis = J24/N = 0,092

Number of steps

00

o 0

Descriptive Statistics

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Skewness Kurtosis

Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error

STEPSCHANNEL 19 7,00 68,00 23,7895 15,60477 1,386 ,524 2,464 1,014

Valid N (Iistwise) 19

skewness kurtosis
Zskewness = rzJili = 1,368 Zkurtosls = ~ = 2,464

v6 / N v24/N

Number oflevel-ups

Descriptive Statistics

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Skewness Kurtosis

Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error

LEVELUPCHANNEL 19 ,00 16,00 5,0526 4,49041 ,838 ,524 ,347 1,014

Valid N (Iistwise) 19

skewness kurtosis
Zskewness = J67N = 0,838 Zkurtosis = JZ4/N = 0,347
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B 2.2 Dual screen task

Time

Descriptive Statistics

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Skewness Kurtosis

Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error

TIMEDUALSCREEN 26 51,00 715,00 250,2308 224,98681 ,934 ,456 -,594 ,887

Valid N (listwise) 26

skewness skewness
zskewness = = 0,934 Zlcurtosls = = -0,594

~6/N ~24/N

Number of steps

Descriptive Statistics

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Skewness Kurtosis

Statisti
c Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error

STEPSDUALSCREEN 26 4,00 45,00 9,9231 9,38903 2,479 ,456 7,196 ,887

Valid N (listwise) 26

NormaJ p~ Plot of STEPSOUALSCREEN

skewness
Zskewness = = 2,479

ffi
kurtosis

Zlcurtosis = ~24/N = 7,196

Number of level ups

o
o

Descriptive Statistics

Std.
N Minimum Maximum Mean Deviation Skewness Kurtosis

Stati Std. Std.
stic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Error Statistic Error

LEVELUPDUALSCREEN 26 ,00 14,00 1,8846 3,29031 2,512 ,456 6,953 ,887

Valid N (listwise) 26

skewness
zskewness = = 2,512

ffi
skewness

Zlcurtosls = = 6,953
~24/N

Norm.1 p..p Plot of LEVELUPDUALSCREEN

0°
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B 2.3 Digital picture

Descriptive Statistics

Minimu Maximu
N m m Mean Std. Deviation Variance Skewness Kurtosis

Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error

Time digital picture 29 65,00 561,00 248,7241 148,40916 22025,278 .426 ,434 -1,107 ,845

Valid N (listwise) 29

skewness kurtosis
zskewness = ------,--- = 0,426 Z - - -1,107

~ kurtosis - -J24/N -

Nwnber of steps

Descriptive Statistics

Minimu Maximu
N m m Mean Std. Deviation Variance Skewness Kurtosis

Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error

Number of steps digital
29 4,00 34,00 10,2759 6,47466 41,921 1,979 ,434 5,401 .845

picture

Valid N (Iistwise) 29

skewness kurtosis
Zskewness = -f6lN = 1,979 Zkurtosts = .JZ4/N = 5,401

Normal POP Plot of STEPSDIGfTALPHOTO

,.0,--------------------,,..-----,

0.'

o

O~ O~ 0.6

o

0 .•

o
o

'.0

Nwnber of level UpS

Descriptive Statistics

Minimu Maximu Std.
N m m Mean Deviation Variance Skewness Kurtosis

Statisti Std.
c Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Error Statistic Std. EfTor

Number of level ups
29 ,00 4.00 1,3793 1,11528 1,244 ,824 .434 ,401digital picture ,845

Valid N (Iistwise) 29

skewness kurtosis
zskewness = -J6/N = 0,824zkurtosts = -J24/N = 0,401
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B 3. Homoscedasticity

B 3.1 Channel selection task
Bartlett's Test of Spericity"

Likelihood Ratio ,000
Approx. Chir-Square 202,809
df 5,000
Sig. ,000

Tests the null hypothesis that the
residual covariance matrix is
proportional to an identity matrix.

Box's Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices"

Box's M 30,620
F 4,066
dfl 6,000
df2 1548,898
Sig. ,000

Tests the null hypothesis that the
observed covariance matrices of the
dependent variables are equal across
groups.

Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances'

F dfl df2 Sig.
TIMECHANNEL 7,243 1 17 ,015
STEPSCHANNEL ,101 I 17 ,755
LEVELUPCHANNEL ,118 1 17 ,736
Tests the null hypotheSIs that the error vanance of the
dependent variable is equal across groups.
a. Design: Intercept + KNOWLEDGE

B 3.2 Dual screen task
Bartlett's Test of Spericity"

Likelihood Ratio ,000
Approx. Chir-Square 330,281
df 5,000
Sig. ,000

Tests the null hypothesis that the
residual covariance matrix is
proportional to an identity matrix.

Box's Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices"

Box's M 27,310
F 3,929
dfl 6,000
df2 4173,283
Sig. ,001

Tests the null hypothesis that the
observed covariance matrices of the
dependent variables are equal across
groups.
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Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances'

F dfl df2 Sig.
TIMEDUALSCREEN 5,161 I 24 0,032
STEPSDUALSCREEN 6,215 I 24 0,020
LEVELUPDUALSCREEN 5,765 I 24 0,024
Tests the null hypotheSIs that the error vanance of the
dependent variable is equal across groups.
a Design: Intercept + KNOWLEDGE

B 3.3 Digital picture task
Bartlett's Test of Spericity"

Likelihood Ratio ,000
Approx. Chir-Square 355,326
df 5,000
Sig. ,000

Tests the null hypothesis that the
residual covariance matrix is
proportional to an identity matrix.

Box's Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices"

Box's M 8,950
F 1,188
dfl 6,000
df2 1548,898
Sig. ,310

Tests the null hypothesis that the
observed covariance matrices of the
dependent variables are equal across
groups.

Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances'

F dfl df2 Sig.
TIMEDIGITALPHOTO ,026 1 27 ,874
STEPSDIGITALPHOTO ,295 1 27 ,592
LEVELUPDIGITALPHOTO 1,343 1 27 ,257
Tests the null hypotheSIs that the error variance of the
dependent variable is equal across groups.
a Design: Intercept + KNOWLEDGE

Conclusion normalityl homoscedasticity:
- There are problems with normality at the
variables "number of steps" at all tasks and
"levels up" at the dual screen task.
- There are problems with homoscedasticity at
the dual screen task.
Both problems require variable transformation,
since the sample size is quite small.



B 4. Data transformations

B 4.1 Transformation channel
selection variables
Bartlett's Test of Spericity·

Likelihood Ratio ,000
Approx. Chir-Square 313,574
df 5,000
Sig. ,000

Tests the null hypothesis that the
residual covariance matrix is
proportional to an identity matrix.

Box's Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices·

Box's M 6,016
F ,879
dfl 6,000
df2 4653,256
Sig. ,510

Tests the null hypothesis that the
observed covariance matrices of the
dependent variables are equal across
groups.

Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances·

F dfl df2 Sig.
STEPSCHANNEL ,101 1 17 ,755
LEVELUPCHANNEL ,118 I 17 ,736
TLMECHTRANSF2 3,682 I 17 ,072
Tests the null hypotheSIS that the error variance of the
dependent variable is equal across groups.
a. Design: Intercept + KNOWLEDGE

B 4.2 Transformation dual screen
variables
Bartlett's Test of Spericity·

Likelihood Ratio ,000
Approx. Chir-Square 328,372
df 5,000
Sig. ,000

Tests the null hypothesis that the
residual covariance matrix is
proportional to an identity matrix.

Box's Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices·

Box's M 4,721
F ,679
dfl 6,000
df2 4173,283
~~ ~~

Tests the null hypothesis that the
observed covariance matrices of the
dependent variables are equal across
groups.
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Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances·

F dfl df2 Sig.
STEPS DS TRANSF 1,056 I 24 ,314
LEVELUP DS TRANSF ,143 I 24 ,709
TTME DS TRANSF ,777 1 24 ,387
Tests the null hypotheSIs that the error vanance of the
dependent variable is equal across groups.
a. Design: Intercept + KNOWLEDGE

B 4.3 Transformation steps digital
picture task
Bartlett's Test of Spericity·

Likelihood Ratio ,000
Approx. Chir-Square 529,093
df 5,000
Sig. ,000

Tests the null hypothesis that the
residual covariance matrix is
proportional to an identity matrix.

Box's Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices·
Box's M 8,716
F 1,273
dfl 6,000
df2 4653,256
Sig. ,266

Tests the null hypothesis that the
observed covariance matrices of the
dependent variables are equal across
groups.

Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances·

F dfl df2 Sig.
TLMEDIGITALPICTURE ,026 I 27 ,874
LEVELUPDIGITALPICTURE 1,343 1 27 ,257
STEPSDPTRANSF ,261 1 27 ,614
Tests the null hypotheSIs that the error varIance of the
dependent variable is equal across groups.
a. Design: Intercept + KNOWLEDGE
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c. Basic log statistics

C 1.1: Throughput time channel selection
(high knowledge)
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C 1.3 Frequency channel selection task
(high knowledge)
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D. Evaluation mining techniques

Fuzzy miner channel selection task
(significance cut off = 0,35)
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Heuristic miner channel selection task
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E. Overview desired models experimental tasks

Desired model channel selection task

Desired model dual screen task
Readtasll: SWltosl< 51""_

c..........)

Desired model digital picture task

Overview optimal models (as desired by designers) for the three experimental tasks
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F. Performance sequence diagrams

Channel selection task
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01'''- ,54,196---- m~;~2,325 min 53,241 - -max 438,428 max 105359

- max 200481
stde-. 150,17647 stdev 22 5602 st06\! 1041144
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